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Lord, Thou hast willed, and I execute.

A new light breaks upon the earth,

A new world is born.

The things that were promised are fulfilled.
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THE UNPUBLISHED LETTERS OF SRI AUROBINDO

THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE TRUE PURUSHA

A WORD about your Sadhana. It seems to me that the key of your future deve
lopment is contamed m the experience which you say you often attamed for a
few days at Knshnagore (your letter of the 9th February). "A state winch was
full of knowledge, calm seremty, strength and wide consciousness-all questions
automatically solved-a contmuous stream of power passed mto the body
through the forehead centre-extremely powerful, havmg undisturbed samata,
calm conv1ct10n, keen sight and knowledge." This was the consciousness of the
true Purusha m you aware of his own supramental bemng and 1t 1s this which
must become your normal consc10usness and the basis of the supramental de
velopment. In order that it may so become, the mmd has to be made calm and
strong, the emotional and vital bemg purified and the physical consc10usness so
opened that the body can hold and retam the consc10usness and power. I
notice that at the time you had 1t the body also expressed 1t. Thus is a sign that
the capacity is already there 1n your physical bemg. The calm and strength
will descend from above, what you have to do is to open yourself and receive it
and at the same time re1ect all the movements of the lower nature which prevent
1t from remaining and whch are ruled by desires and habits inconsistent wIth
the true bemg, the true power and the true knowledge. Of course the superior
Power will itself reveal to you and remove all the obstacles 1n your nature.
But the condrton 1s that not only your mental but your vital and physical bemg
must open and surrender to it and refuse to surrender themselves to other powers
and forces. As you yourself experienced at the time, this greater consciousness
will of 1tself bring the development of the hgher will and knowledge. Psych1c
experiences of a proper kmd are of course a great help but m your case it may
be that any rich development of the psychic wtll only come after or 1n propor
tuon as th:s consciousness with the calm knowledge, will and Samata takes
possess1on of the different parts of the bemg.

6th April, 1923

From RAJANI PALIT
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'TALKS WITH SRI AUROBINDO
I

(These talks are from the Note-books ofDr. Nirodbaran who used
to record most of the conversations which Sri Aurobndo had with his
attendants and a few others, after the accdent to his leg in November
1938. Besides the recorder, the attendants were : Dr. Manilal, Dr.
Becherlal, Puran, Champaklal, Dr. Satyendra and Mulshanker.
As the Notes were not seen by Sri Aurobindo hmself, the responsblty
for the Master's words rests entirely wth Nirodbaran. He does not
vouch for absolute accuracy, but he has tried his best to reproduce them
faithfully. He has made the same attempt for the speeches of the others.

Ths is the eighteenth instalment in the new Seres which, except
fon the present occason, has followed a chronologcal order and begun
at the very beginning. The four earliest talks, after Sri Aurobndo's
accdent, appeared an Mother India 1952.)

JANUARY 24, 1939

THERE was some discussion of local politics and a reference to a turn in the
fortunes of a political leader. Then we came to general topics.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : There 1s a Greek saymg that when one becomes too
fortunate and powerful, he becomes msolent and commits excesses and that
strikes agamst the throne of God and then retribution begms. X ought to have
known that.

Y was never hke this. He was never msolent, never pushed things too far.
When somebody asked him to arrest one of his opponents, he replied : 'a,
c'est une mauvaise poltrque."

Hitler also 1s pushmg things too far. That is why he cannot last long.
There 1s a famous Greek story about a tyrant of Samos. Do you know

1t? This tyrant wanted to make friends with another tyrant. The latter replied:
"You are too fortunate. You must sacrifice something or have some little
misfortune to compensate for your good luck. Otherwise I can't ally myself
with you." Polycrates threw into a river his most precious ring as a sacrifice.
The ring was swallowed by a fish. That fish was caught by a fisherman and
brought with the ring inside it to Polycrates. When the other tyrant heard
about it, he said: "You are too lucky. I will never ally myself with you."
Polycrates was later killed by his people who had risen mn revolt "The Img of
Polycrates' 1s a proverb1al express1on m Engl1sh.

6



TALKS WITH SRI AUR0BIND0 7

A Roman poet says something like "The giants fall by their own mass".
There is a similar idea in India : "The Asuras are too heavy for the earth to
bear." But I must say some Asuras are clever enough to escape and flourish
in spite of proverbs !

P : Can it be affirmed that the Asuras by their action meddle too much mn
the law of evolution or that they contradict the very fundamental urge of huma
nity ?

SRI AUR0BIND0 (after keeping silent for a tune) : There 1s no such general
law. The thing is that the Asuras can't keep balance. The law that demands
balance then strikes.

A long silence followed. N, after some hesitation, blurted out a question
that had been revolvmg m his mind.

N : Somebody has asked : Did Vivekananda bnng into Ramakrishna's
work a spirit not mtended by Ramakrishna ?

SRI AUR0BIND0 : In what way ?
N : He spoke of service to humanity.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : But was that Ramakrishna's 1dea which Vivekananda

followed ? Did Ramakrishna ask him to do service of humanity and did
Vivekananda bring into this work what was not intended by his Master ?

N: As far as I remember, Ramakrishna spoke of loka hita, "the good of
the world".

SRI AUROBIND0 : But that is not the same as service of humamty. The
Gita also asks us to work for the good of the world. Loka hta can be done m
many ways.

P : So far as I know, Ramakrishna didn't say anything about service of
humanity. The phrase "daridra narayana"-"God the poor'-was Viveka
nanda's. It seems, not all the disciples of Ramakrishna were agreeable to the
idea. But some submitted, saying, "Vivekananda should know best."

S : Even from those who didn't object, all didn't take active part in the
service. Brahmananda,1 for example. We have heard that his spiritual realisa
ton was hugher than Vivekananda's.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Yes, I think he was spiritually higher. I once met him
when I went to see Belur Math. He asked me about some letter received from
Government. I don't remember what it was about. I advised him to keep
silent and not give any reply.

P : Nowadays m many places people feed the poor. On the birthdays
of Saints and Yog1s, there 1s what Vivekananda called seva of dardra
n@r@yana.

Tbs Brahmananda should be distinguished from Bahmanand of Chandod. --- EToP.
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SRI AUR0BIND0 : What is the use of feedmg people one day when they
have to go without sufficient food all the year round ? Those who feed them
satisfy their own conscience, I suppose. If you could find out the cause of
poverty and try to remove It, that would do some real work.

S: But that 1s not easy, S1r; there are so many difficultues, pol1tucal,
economtc, etc.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : I don't thmk 1t 1s so msoluble a problem as all that.
If you give people educatuon-I mean poper educaton, not the current
type-then the problem can be solved. People m England or France don't
have the kmd of poverty we have in India. That 1s because of their education;
they are not so helpless.

C : About 6ooo people were fed dung the last birthday of Raman
Maharsh1. But they say nobody 1s allowed to touch him : they have to stand at
a distance, make pranam and have darshan and go away Spec1al cons1deratuon
1s shown m a few cases.

SRI AUR0BIND0 . If all were allowed to touch hnn, he might feel like the
President of America who recently had to shake hands with thousands of
people and got an ache mn the hand I I have heard that Maharsh1 complamed
of stomach trouble from eatmg the prasad of various people and that the pile
of prasad was one of the causes of his trymg to fly away from the world !

S : But destmy brought him back. People give a lot of money to Maharsh1
but, curiously enough, we don't get any. A man actually told me we don't
reqmre money, smce we have so many bmldmgs, etc.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Yes, that 1s the impression. They think like Lady
Batesman that the Ashram 1s the work of a gemus and gemus can do without
money ! Actually, 1t 1s only the nch mmonty and the poor who give money.
G, for example, earns hardly enough to mamtam her family, but whenever she
finds an opportumty, the first thmg she does 1s to send some amount here.
There 1s a rumour 1n Pond1cherry that we have a lot of money stored away
under Pav1tra's cellar !

P : The quest10n of the Ashram's richness remmds me of X. I wanted
some blocks from him and he charged me so heavily that I had to wnte to Y to
explam to X my financial posltlon.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : You should have wntten about the pocket expense you
get, and said that your monthly 1ncome 1s Rs.2.

P : Yes, I was JUSt thinkmg of that. Anyhow, he gave me some blocks free
but advised me that 1t 1s futile in Inda to bring out art books. One 1s sure to
run into debt. People don't understand art.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Yes, people look at art as N looks at philosophy.
(Laughter)

P: Ehe Faure says that Grcck art 1s an express1on of unrestrained pass1on
and has no mystery about 1t ?
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SRI AuR0BIND0 · What is he talkmg about ? He seems to have a queer
mud. Where 1s the express1on of pass1on mn the art of the Greeks ? On the
contrary 1t 1s precisely their restamnt that 1s so very ev1dent everywhere in the1r
art. The Geeks are well-known for 1estramnt and contol. Compared to the
art of other peoples, theirs 1s almost cold. It 1s 1ts remarkable beauty that really
saves it from 1eal coldness. Thus apples to the whole penod from Phidias down
to that m which the Laocoon was sculptured. It is only when you come to the
Laocoon that you find the expression of strong feeling or passion.

P : Perhaps Ehe Faure makes that remark because of the Saty1s.
SRI AUROBIND0 : That 1s quite another matter. The Satyrs are symbolic.
P : He also argues, rather queerly, that the po1sonmng of Socrates, the

banishment of Themistocles and the klling of other great men were an
express1on of unrestrained pass1on.

SRI AUROBINDO . What has that to do wIth a1t ?
P: He means that the Greek mmd bemg ~uch must have found the same

expression m art also
SRI AUROBIND0 : It 1 rather the opposite. It 1s a sign of the Greeks'

sense of control that they checked their leaders from commmmg what they
considered excesses. When two leaders became powerful and combmed, the
Greeks ostracised one.

Then there was a pause. Sn Aurobmdo seemed to have gone mto a rever1e.
We were expectmg him to come out of it with somethmg for us. He started
speakmg on his own.

SRI AUROBIND0 . I was thmkmg how some races have the sense of beauty
111 their very bones. Judgmg from what 1s left to us, It seems that all people had
once a keen perception of beauty. For example, take pottery or Indian wood
carvmg which, I am afraid, is dymg out now. Greece and anent Italy had a
wondeiful sense of beauty. Japan, you know, is remarkable. Even the poorest
people have that sense. If the Japanese produce anythmg ugly, they export it
to other countries ! But I am afraid they are losmg their aesthetic sense because
of the general vulgansat10n By the way, the Chmese and the Japanese got their
art 1mpulse orgmnally from Inda. Their Buddhist 1mages have Ind1an 1spira
t1on : 1t 1s later that they developed their own Imes.

Modern artists are puttmng an end to art. Vulgansation everywhere !
N : Indian pamtmg is not yet so bad as European. People are not followmg

the leaders of moderrusm here. Rabmdranath Tagore as a pamnter 1s not much
imitated. Perhaps because of Abanmdranath Tagore and Nandalal Bose.

SRI AUROBIND0 : They, I suppo-;e, praise Rabmdranath but don't
encourage others to follow him. (Laughter)

In Europe, apart from vulgarsat1on, there 1s dictatorship acting against art.
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In Germany Hitler must have crushed everything fine out of existence
-music, philosophy, etc. How can anythmg develop where there 1s no free
dom ? People in Germany have to admire only one thung : Nazism ! I hope
Mussolim has still kept some freedom and art.

P : Mussolim speaks of "our art, our poets". He seems to be proud of
Italians as a nation of artists and has tned to preserve the old tradition. A
fnend of mme recently v1s1ted Italy and found that the Italians still have a
great sense of painting and sculpture.

SRI AUR0BINDO : And of music also. Pa1tung and mus1c are the1r pass1on.
The Mother had a stnkmg experience of their love of music. She was staymg
1n North Italy for some time and was once playmng on the organ all alone ma
church After she had fimshed, there was a big applause. She found that a
crowd had gathered behmnd her and was enthusiastic mn appreciation.

P: Ind1an mus1c, especially South Indian, has been preserved by the
temples. For, expert musicians come there on occasions and play and smg.

Nishta (Miss Wilson) 1s all praise for many Indian things she sees here.
For example, she finds great beauty in the way Indian women walk. She said
to me, "You won't understand it, but I can because I have seen our European
women walking. Your women walk as if they were born dancers. They have a
beautiful rhythm m their movements."

SRI AUR0BIND0 : That is true. It is, I suppose, due to their havmg to
carry pots on their heads. This practice requires balance of the whole body.

P : Nishta praises the Indian sans and says that our women have a keen
sense of colour.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : She 1s right. I hope our women are not gomg to give
up their sans under Western mfluence.

N : But sans, though graceful, don't seem to be good for active work;
they are inconvement.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Why ? The Romans conquered the world m ther
togas! Plenty of Ind1an women do their work with their saris on. When
this craze for utility comes, beauty goes to the dogs. This is the modern ten
dency. The moderns look at everything from the pomt of view of utilty, as if
beauty were nothmg.

N : But beauty and utility can be combined.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : Yes, but at the end utility gets the upper hand.
N: I at any rate have found that the European male dress grves a push for

work and activity, while the Indian dhoti produces lethargy, sense of ease, etc.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : That doesn't prevent the European dress from being

the uglest m the world. I have seen plenty of people leading active lives with
the dhoti on The Europeans are now putting on shorts and just a shirt
most uuhtanan, I tlunk.

P: Some Indian women also put on the European dress.
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SRI AUROBINDO : Indian women's putting on the European dress is
horrible.

P : Nowadays European women also go about in shorts.
SRI AUROBINDO : Is that so ? I understand they are giving up stockmgs,

too. Yet at one time their whole body used to be covered up excepting the
hands and the face. I remember an experience of Bapubhai Majumdar's in
London. He was coming down from the bathroom in his hotel with his feet
bare. Suddenly a lady who came out of a room saw him. She ran away at once
and complained to the Manager that a man was going about half naked in the
house. The Manager called Bapubha1 and asked him not to do so agam. Do
you know Bapubhai?

P : I thmnk I do. Once I saw him being stopped in the street by the pol1ce
for breaking a traffic rule. He gave the policeman a long lecture in English,
leaving the fellow flabbergasted.

SRI AUROBINDO (laughng) : That must be he. It 1s very characteristic of
him. He was my first friend in Baroda. He took me to his house and I stayed
there for some tune. He was a nuce man, but what people call "volattle and
mercurial.

JANUARY 25, 1939

There was no talk till after 7 p.m., when the Mother went for meditation.

P : After our talk yesterday I suddenly remembered Ramakrishna's phrase :
Lok na Pok, "ant mm cf". So he could not have commanded Vivekananda
to do humanitarian work.

N: AB says the idea of service of humanity 1s Christan and was brought
in by Vivekananda on hs own. I am told Ramakrishna asked hum to do more
tapasya, achieve greater Yogic realisation.

SRI AUROBINDO : I don't know what exactly \Vas the Yog1c realisation he
had. I have read many books about him but couldn't gather a precise idea of It.
Even the official biography of him doesn't give any quite definite information.

P : People say he did a lot of tapasya at the time he was a parivrajaka,
a wandering Yog.

SRI AUROBINDO : Was it this kind of tapasya Ramakrishna meant?
S : Vivekananda had a sort of N1rvanic experience. He has himself men

tioned something about it.
SRI AUROBINDO : Yes, that experience 1s the only one definitely known.
P : He also had visions at Amarnath. But he seemed always torn between

two tendencies-world-work and direct sadhana.
SRI AUROBINDO : Yes. And he used o put more mtutuve flashes into his

conversations than into his writings. That's what I found on reading Nrved1ta's
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book, The Master A, I Saw Hm. As a rule roo, 1t 1s in talk that such flashes
come-at least In hs case 1t was so.

N : You said the other day that his spmt VlSlted you 111 Ahpore Jail and
told you about the Higher Consc10usness from where, I suppose, these 111tuitive
flashes come.

SRI AUR0BIND0 . Yes, he did tell me. I had no idea about things of the
Higher Consc10usne::,s. I never expected him and yet he came to teach me.
And he was exact and precise even 111 the m111utest details.

N : That is very mntcrestung. He has nowhere mn h1s books or conversat1ons
spoken of these thmgs Could h1s spmt know after death what he didn't know
m life?

SRI AUR0BIND0 . Why not ? He may haYe got 1t afterwards.
S : Can the spmt evolve after death ?
SRI AUR0BIND0 Of course. But either he may not have known 111 life

or else he may have known and kept silent. A Yogi doesn't say all that he
knows. He says only what 1s necessary. If I wrote all that I know, then 1t
would be ten tmmes the amount I have wntten.

S : People will Judge you bv what you have wutten.
SRI AUR0BID0 lauglng . That doesn't matter.
P : Lok na Pok 1

N : Then we shan't know all that you know ?
SRI AUR0BIND0 ;: Well, realse first what I have written.
N : Isn't it possible for those who hve 111 a spmtual consc10usness to know

about the realisations of other Yogis ?
SRI AUR0BIND0 : Yes. If one establishes a special contact, 1t 1s poss1ble.
P. Vekananda, mn his writings, stresses the realsat1on of the Brahman

111 all and says 111 particular, "I worship my God the poor, the downtrodden,
the par1ah."

SRI AUR0BIND0 Are we to understand that the Brahman 1s mor:: m the
poor and the downtrodden than m ochers ?

P : If the Brahman 1s at all present, 1t 1s samam Brahman, Equal Brahman.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : AB 1s rght. Vivekananda brought m the dea of service

of humamcy from Chnstrnmty-and also from Buddhism Both Vivekananda
and Gandhi denve it from them. But I don't unde1stand why they speak of
serving humanity only Buddhism, as well as Jam1sm, includes animals also 1 1ts
1dea of service. Even thcn the chief 1dea 1n Buddhism 1s karun@, Compass1on.

The ancient sages too were less exclusne They said, sarva bhutesu,
mcanmg all creatures, not men alone.

S : But how is one to make a practucal applcatuon of it ?
SRI AUR0BIND0 : That depends upon the md1v1dual and his temperament.
S : Buddha wanted hberat10n not fo1 himself only but for the whole of

mankind.
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SRI AUR0BINDO : It was not liberation he wanted, What he wanted was
to get beyond the sufferings of existence,

S : Still, that was not for himself 1'ut for all.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : Yes, Yet he had to do it for himself first before he could

do it for others.
S : Tibetan Buddhists say, 'Nirvana is only a stage.'1

SRI AUROBIND0 r s11rprised) : Is that so ?
P : In Buddhism they have two paths : knowledge and devotion. They

consider Buddha an Avatar.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : It is the Mahayana-path that goes through devotion. But

isn't it a fact that all Buddhists utter : Buddham saranam gaccham, Dharmam
saranam gacch@m, Saigham saranam gaccham ?l Buddha himself couldn't
have said 1t, for he said that one has to do everything by one's own effort.

S : It 1s said that Buddha turned back from the gate of Nirvana.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : I thought 1t was Am1tabha Buddha who refused to enter

Nirvana. He 1s venerated very deeply in Japan.
Modern European scholars are new trying to prove that Buddha's hfe-story

was a later Invent1on.
· P · The Tibetan Lamas are believed to be in a direct line from Buddha.

But to find the true Dala1 Lama 1s not easy at all You know about the vanous
dgns by which he has to be recogmsed ?

S : Is Zen Buddhism alive m Japan?
SRI AUR0BIND0 : Oh yes. Lady Batesman 1s going there to study 1t.

The Zen Buddhists have a very severe discipline.
P:I am told that in Lhasa the med1tat1on 1s very rigorous and the monks

are thrashed for breaking the discipline.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : We might also begin that here I P could be deputed as

one of the thrashers.
P : Madame David-Neel d1v1des the Lamas into three classes : the low

and ordinary, who are the commonest and care only for food and comfort; the
intellectual and art1st1c; the mystic or Yog.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : But that applies to all monastic orders. I remember
the descnptlon cfa feast 1n which the Sannyas1ns got drunk and began to dance.
Also the Sannyasmn who 1s a Pundit 1s a well-known type. In the Christian
orders too, you have the profess1onal monks who practise professional p1ety;
the second type 1s that of monks who study religion and philosophy; only a
very few ace those who are dedicated to spritual practice.

The Ca1melrte Order has gven and 1s stll giving many Saints to Roman
Catholic Christan1ty. The latest 1s St. Theresa of L1S1eux.

1 "I take refuge m the Buddha, I take refuge m the Dharma, I take refuge m the Sangha."
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S : There are two Saint Theresas, One is the great and famous Saint, she
was Spanish. The recent Theresa is French, The Spanish Theresa's life was
very quiet but intense. She said, "I will spend my heaven for mankind." Many
miracles happened after her death.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : The Spanish have produced many remarkable Saints.
Some of them had very powerful experiences. The German mystics show more
the knowledge-aspect of mysticism because they are more philosophic-mmded.
Boehme and Eckhart are examples. Among the French Samts you find more
love and charity and a flaming mtens1ty. But the English Saints are tremendous
politicians. I don't know how they manage to become Samts at all. They
either kill or get killed. St. Thomas Beckett was murdered. St. Duncan was a
minister to a king but was in fact the real ruler. He got a kmg murdered.
He used to invite his political opponents and make them occupy one-half of
the room. This part would. be mmed, and all those opponents would be
destroyed. That at least 1s one of his miracles !

The Irsh or Celtic Samnts and preachers converted the greatest part of
the European Continent to Christan1ty. They have also grven the greatest
Christian philosopher. They were like the Vedantmns. They followed a d1sciplme
very sim1har to the Indian. They were first suppressed by the Roman Emperors
who suspected they would help resistance to Roman rule, and afterwards by
the Christan author1tes themselves.

The Jews have many mystic symbols in their Cabbala. Originally they
had no mysticism and didn't believe m the immortality of the soul. They
believed that God breathes life 1nto you at birth and takes it away at death.
There 1s no future life or remcamation. You are rewarded or punished m this
smgle life on earth. The Jews got their mysticism from the Chaldeans and from
the Persians. They were captives m Babylon and the Persians freed them.
They brought their mysticism from contact with these peoples.

There is a s1mtlarrty between Chaldean occultism and Egypan.

NOTE

Nirodbaran acknowledges the help of A.B. Purani here and there in these
to Talks, where he has added a few words or phrases.

The next instalment will also interrupt, like the present one, the usual chrono
logcal sequence because it too brngs n VVvekananda, though not n reference to
hs vst to Sr Aurobndo in Alipore jail.
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VII

(The author recalls here his experience of a tornado and of
cyclones, which he describes in vivid detail. What lends specal charm to
this narrative is the occult meaning he reads in these upheavals of Nature,
especially when he touches on the period shartly before and after the
first World War. Here too we get some glimpses of Sri Aurobindo and
the Mother.)

I HAVE once spoken to you of an earthquake and a small fire. Today I shall say
something about two or three other inclement natural phenomena of which I
have had direct personal experience.

The first was when I was a clnld, it has left a clear imprint on my mmnd.
Many of you, no doubt, are familiar with storms and hurricanes. But have you
ever seen a whirlwind, what they call a tornado ? Tlns word has been rendered
by a Pundit into turna-da, a thing that is swft in its flight. I have had a chance
to see the thing with my own eyes. Just listen, you will see how ternble a thing
it is and how well in keeping with its formidable name.

We were at school then, the District School at Rungpur and were attending
class. The day was about over. The sky had been overcast and it looked as if
it was going to ram. All of a sudden we heard people shouting, "Fire, file !"
Was there a fire, a real fire ? We rushed out in a body mto the open field m front.
As we looked up we saw what they had at first taken to be smoke or rather a
whirling mass that looked hke smoke but was actually a cloud. There was a mass
of clouds that kept whirling almost over our heads, and from a distance there
came a low rumbling and whustling sound. What could that be ? What did it
mean ? They let us off from school and all of us ran m the direction of the
sound. It did not rain much, very httle indeed, if at all. We ran on, but the
sound was nowhere near. Then we heard people saymg, "Somethmg terrible
has happened, over there, in that direction." We kept running, for a distance
of two or three miles from the School and beyond the limits of the town.
Suddenly we were brought up short. Right in front there was a wooded tract
where the trees had been all smashed up. We moved on straight into the
heart of the ruin. It was a strange spectacle, as if an open zig-zag path some
fifty cub1ts wde had been cut across the wood with dozens of bull-dozers
driving through and levelling everything down. Bushes and shrubs and trees
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and houses-it was lucky there were not many houses-had all been swept
clean away-for a distance of four or five miles, we were informed. The place
had been sparsely populated, so the casualties were not heavy-some half a ·
dozen men, a few head of cattle and some houses. The demon of destruction
seemed to have spent all his wrath on Nature. It was perhaps really the work
of some evil spirit.

They said the whirlwind had arisen from a pool of water four or five miles
away and 1t did look like a demon when 1t came rushing forward with a whrlmg
motion after havmg churned the waters of the pool. However that may be, we
heard this about a pedestrian who had been walking along the road just when
the tornado crossed hs path. He was caught by the wind, gven a few twirls up
in the air and thrown down on the ground by the side of the road. As he shook
himself up on his feet, he went on muttering, "What fun, I got a free hft
to the sky P??-kasa may@, asman dekh lya mufat se. The man was a labourer
type from Behar.

As I moved for some distance along the clearing left by the wmd, I could
see how swift and powerful had been its impact The trees that had not been
uprooted were twisted m a fantastic manner you could hardly imagme. All
that was needed now to make a paved road or highway out of the clearing was
to remove the bush and throw m some gravel and mud.

\Vhat I saw, or rather experienced, on the next occasion was not a tornado,
but a prank of the wmd-god all the same. It was a wild enough prank and
rather dangerous for those of us who were among its victims.

It was here m Pondicherry At that time we were in the old Guest House;
it is old mdeed, for after that storm the very look of the house was changed. In
those days, Pond1cherry used to have regularly every year, 1n October or No
vember, cyclones of a rather severe type. We do not get anythmg like them now.
The Mother's presence seems to have pacified a great deal the wild forces of
Nature. In those days 1t would not do to bar our doors and wmdows with
ordmary bolts and latches, they needed to be held by regular bamboo poles.

It all happened after mghtfall The sky had been overcast the whole day,
it was dark all around and heavy showers fell at intervals-real nasty weather,
you would say. We were upsta1rs. In those days we all lived m the roams
upstairs, the ground-floor was used only for meals. We had Just had our dmner
and had moved upstairs. In the meanwhile the wind had been gathermg
strength all the tane and the downpour grew heavy. Suddenly, there was a
terrific noise, of things creaking and crashg down, whch meant that the doors
and windows were giving way before the feoczous gale. With 1t came a whustl
ing sound and splashes of ram The doors and wmdows of the two rooms
occupied by Sr1 Aurobmndo were blown away, leaving them bare to the wind
and the ramn hke an open field. He removed to the room next door, but there
too It was much the same. The upstairs was getting impossible, so we started
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moving down. We had barely reached the ground-floor when the shutters and
'windows along the walls of the staircase fell with a crash on the stairs. We
escaped by a hair's breadth. Things did not seem to be very much better 1n
the rooms downstairs. There too the doors and windows had given way and
allowed free entry to the wind and rain. All of us gathered in the central hall,
and somehow huddled together in a comer.

In the early hours of the morning the storm abated and by daybreak
all was clear. Indeed to us it seemed much too clear. That is to say, the
rows of Porche trees-we call them health trees-that lined the streets and
were considered among the attractions of the city now lay prostrate m their
heaps on the surface of the roads, making them impassable. Gangs of workmen
arrived from the Municipality with their axes and tools but it took them some
time to cut through a passage. Even now you could see, especially on the way
to the Lake, huge trees lying about uprooted on the ground with their hmbs
broken and twisted out of shape.

And now we had to thmk of our daily needs, about breakfast and lunch.
But where to find the milk and foodstuffs, nee and pulses ? Where were the
shops ? Everything was a shambles. I do not know 1f durmg a war the opposmg
forces battlmg through a town or village would leave it m a condition some
what similar to this. The number of wounded and dead was fairly large,
somewhere In the region of a thousand.

I cannot now recall the exact year of thus upheaval Most probably 1t was
1912 or 1913, that is, shortly before the outbreak of the Great War. We may
suppose perhaps that this mmor upheaval came here as the harbinger of that
world-shaking calamity ?

But 1t was no less strange that not long after the end of the Great War, there
came another storm, not of the same mtensity but on a somewhat similar
scale. This time 1t brought a different sort of message and turned out tobe
a blessmg for us m the end.

The Mother had already arrved for the second tme, th1s time for good.
She was at the Bayoud House where the Dowsetts now hve. We were at the
Guest House and I remember well how Sri Aurobindo used to call every Sunday
and dine with her. We too would come along and had a share of the dmner.
I need not add that the menu was arranged by the Mother herself and she
supervised the cooking mn person; she also prepared some of the dishes w1th
her own hands. That is the reason why I say we were really lucky to have a
share mn those meals. At that time we could only appreciate the physical taste
of the food we were served, today I realise what lay behmnd.

After dinner, we used to go up on the terrace overlookmg the sea front.
Sn Aurobindo and the Mother stood aside for a chat and we stood by ourselves.
Sometimes we would request Sr Aurobmndo for some automatic writing
after the dmner. The writings that came through his hand mn those days were
2
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frightfully interesting. I remember somebody came and began to give an
analysis of the character of each one of us; he had many things to say about
Motilal Roy as well. One day someone suggested that something might be
given about the Mother. But she immediately protested, "No, nothing about
me, please." At once the hand stopped automatically.

Well, during the Mother's stay m this house, there came a heavy storm and
ram one day. The house was old and looked as if it was go1ng to melt away.
Sri Aurobindo said, "The Mother cannot be allowed to stay there any longer.
She must move into our place." That is how the Mother came in our midst
and stayed on for good, as our Mother. But she did not yet assume the name.
It took us another six years; 1t was not tull 1926 that she was consecrated by us
with that name. You can see now how that last spell of stormy weather came
as a benediction. Nature did m fact become a collaborator of the Divine Purpose.

NOLINI KANTA GUPTA

(Tran sla ted by S a na t K. Banerji from the org na l Beng al)



INTRODUCTION TO THE VEDAS

VII

THE very name Veda is self-explanatory. The Veda signifies knowledge. It is
derived from the root "Vid" (to know). The Veda particularly refers to the em
bodiment of that knowledge which is the soul and basis of the culture, education
and civilisation of the Hindus, the Indians, the whole Aryan race. Tlus know
ledge was realised by a body of aspirants called RIshis-where and when 1t is
difficult to trace with certamty. And it 1s the succession of the Rishis, the rea
lised ones, that has kept up, multiplied and systematised th1s knowledge. The
Veda 1s otherwise called Sruti, for rt 1s said that from generation to generation
the disciples used to receive the Vedic mantras from their preceptors by hearing
and store them up m their memory. But thus 1s only a secondary human inter
pretaton. The real reason why the Veda 1s called Srut1 1s that the Seers received,
by an occult hearing, these mantras pregnant with knowledge. At times they
could see the mantras durmg their meditation. Hence they are called the Seers
of mantras and the knowledge acquired by them goes by the name Sruti (things
heard). And thus gives us the clue to the reason why the Veda 1s supposed to
have no human origin, neither a begmnmg nor an end. The Divine Knowledge
is not a human creation. It comprises the principles of truth inherent 1n creat1on.
And it will endure for all time. The Seers were merely the mstruments for its
manifestation.

The Veda as we see 1t to-day 1s not mn 1ts orgmnal form. A whole book en
titled Veda was not composed at any defimte time or at any particular place. The
mantras of the Veda were revealed to the different Seers at different times and
places. They were scattered all around without being systematised. It was
later that they were collected and systematised. Some, nay, the major part of the
mantras failed to see the light of day. And it happened also that mantras of
later origm got mixed up with the earlier ones.

The systematic collection, no doubt, could not be achieved all at once. A
great specialty of the spiritual discipline of the ancient Seers is this that they
earned on their spiritual discipline in a body. It was their practice to use the
plural terms ltke we,you all,friends, etc. In this way different groups of spiritual
seekers followed different types C'fdisciplme. These collectivities consisted of the
Masters and their disciples or an ancestor and his descendants. Thus the Veda
grew up mto innumerable branches, sub-branches and their offshoots. The
present Veda comprises only a limited portion of those branches. The mayor
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I

portion of the Veda is buried in oblivion. So it is no wonder that the Veda
got automatically divided into branches accordmg to the lineage and succession
of the Masters and their disciples.

However, later on, all the available Vedic mantras were principally divided
into three groups, known as trayi (a group of three)-Rik, Sama and Yajur.
Rik consists of verses or poems; Sama of songs; Yajur of prose works.
Miscellaneous things were collected in the Atharva. Thus the Veda developed
into four parts.

According to the Puranas the Seers who collected these Vedic mantras are
named Vedavyasas. They are as many as twenty-eight successive Vedavyasas
whose successive efforts gave the Veda its present form. The last Vedavyasa
who divded the Veda 1to four parts 1s Krishna Dwaipayana Vedavyasa, the
author of the Mahabharata. And 1t 1s said that in future there will come up
another Vyasa of the name of Dronivyasa to re-arrange the Veda once more.

There are indications to suppose that the mantras of the Rigveda were
meant for the fire-worshippers, and the mantras of the Samaveda for the wor
shippers of the Sun, and those of Yajurveda for the worshippers of Vayu, the
life-principle. However, we refrain at present from going into the details of the
matter. In the next concluding chapter we shall observe whether the Vedas
have been in any way regulated by the different methods of spmtual
discipline or not.

NOLINI KANTA GUPTA

(Translated by Chunmoy from the ognal Bengal)



THE LIFEDIVINE OF SRI AUROBINDO:
ITS LEADING PRINCIPLES AND CONCEPTS

(Classified Excerpts)

(Contznued)

(vii) PRAKRITI

PURUSHA and Praknt1, the passively lummous soul of the Sankhyas and their
mechamcally active Energy, have noth111g 111 common, not even their oppm,1te
modes of inert1a; their antmnom1es can only be resolved by the cessation of
the mertly driven Actvty into the immutable Repose upon which 1t ha~ been
cast111g 111 vam the stenle procession of its 1mages.1

Ths is the fruit [of a drvded bemg] which Adam and Eve, Purusha and
Praknti, the soul tempted by Nature, have eaten. The redempt10n comes by
the recovery of the umversal 111 the 111div1dual and of the spintual term 111 the
phys1cal consciousness...

In Overmmnd we have the ongin of the cleavage, the trenchant dist111ct10n
made by the philosophy ofthe Sankhyas 111 which they appear as two indepen
dent entities, Praknt1 able to dominate Purusha and cloud its freedom and
power, reducmng 1t to a witness and rec1p1ent ofher forms and action, Purusha
able to return to its separate existence and abide 111 a free self-sovereignty by
rejectton of her ongmal overcloud111g material principle. 3

Prakriti presents itself as an mnconscient Energy 111 the material world, but,
as the scale of consc10usness rise:>, she reveals herselfmore and more as a con
sc1ous force and we perceive that even her inconscience concealed a secret con
scrousness ; so too conscious being 1s many in 1ts mdv1dual souls, but in 1ts self
we can expenence 1t as one 111 all and one 111 its own essential existence.
Moreover, the expenence ofsoul and Nature as dual is true, but the experience
oftheir umty has also its validity. IfNature or Energy 1s able to impose its forms
and workmgs on Bemng, 1t can only be because 1t 1s Nature or Energy ofBe111g
and so the Be111g can accept them and 1ts own; 1f the Berg can become lord of
Nature, t must be because it is its own Nature which it had passively watched
doing its work, but can control and master; even 1n 1ts passvuty it consent 1s
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necessary to the action of Prakriti and this relation shows sufficiently that the
two are not alien to each other. The duality is a position taken up, a
double status accepted for the operations of the self-manifestation of the
bemng; but there is no eternal and fundamental separateness and dualism of
Bemg and its Consciousness-Force, of the Soul and Nature.'

(ix) lNDETERMINATES AND DETERMINATES

The first aspect of cosmic existence 1s an Infinite wh1ch 1s to our perception
an mdeterminate, if not mdetermmable. In this Infirute the umverse itself,
'whether in its aspect of Energy or its aspect of structure, appears a~ an mdeter
mmate determmation, a "boundless finite",-paradox1cal but necessary expres
sions which would seem to mdicate that we are face to face with a suprarational
mystery as the base of things; in that universe arise-from where ?--a vast
number and variety of general and particular determinates which do not appear
to be warranted by anythmg perceptible m the nature of the Infimtc, but seem
to be imposed-or, 1t may be, self-mmposed-upon 1t.°

...we see the orgmnal 1ndeterminate Energy throwing out general deter
minates of Itself,-we might equally m ther relatuon to the variety of their
products call them generic mdetermmates,-with their appropriate states of
substance and determmed forms of that substance; the latter are numerous,
sometimes mnumerable variations on the substance-energy which is their base :
but none of these variations seems to be predeterminedby anything m tde
nature of the general mdetermmate .... Throughout there is the constant rule of
a general sameness in the original determinate and, subject to this substantial
sameness of basic substance and nature, a profuse variation in the generic and
mdividual determinates ; an idenucal law obtains of sameness or similarity in
the genus or species with numerous variations often meticulously minute in the
ind1V1dual. But we do net find anything in the general or generic determmate
necessitating the variant determmations that result from it.0

So too there is an absolute good and an absolute beauty : but we can
only get a glimpse of it if we embrace all things impartially and get beyond their
appearances to some sense of that which, between them, all and each arc by
their complex terms try1ng to state and work out ; not an mdetermmate,-for
the mdeterminate, bemg only the original stuff or perhaps the packed condition
of determmations, would explam by itself nothmg at all,-but the Ab~olute.7

(x) THE FINITE

ft becomes clear f1om these considerations that the co-existetie of the
Innute and the finite, which 1s the very 1atuue of universal bemng, 1s not a
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Juxtapos1t1on or mutual mclusion of two opposites, but as natural and mev1table
as the relation of the principle of Light and Fire with the suns. The finite 1s a
frontal aspect and a self-determination of the Infimte; no fimte can exist in itself
and by itself, 1t exists by the Infimte and because it is of one essence with the
Infimte. For by the Infinite we do not mean solely an 1lhm1table self-extension
m Space and Time, but somethmg that 1s also spaceless and timeless, a self
existent Indefinable and Illimitable which can express itself m the mfimtes1mal
as well as in the vast, ma second of time, m a pomt of space, in a passmg circum
stance. The finite 1s looked upon as a drvrs1on of the Indivisible, but there is no
such thmg : for this d1v1sion 1s only apparent; there is a demarcation, but no
real separat1on 1s possible. When we see with the inner vision and sense and not
with the physical eye a tree or other object, what we became aware of is an in
finite one Reality constituting the tree or object, pervading its every atom and
molecule, forming them out of itself, building the whole nature, process of
becommg, operation of indwelling energy; all of these are itself, are this mfinite,
this Reality : we see it extendmg indivisibly and uniting all objects so that
none is really separate from it or quite separate from other objects. "It stands,"
says the Gita, "undivided in beings and yet as if divided." Thus each object
1s that Infimte and one in essential bemg with all other objects that are also
forms and names-powers, numens-of the Infimte.8

Compiled by NATHANIEL PEARSON
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HOW THE MOTHER'S GRACE CAME TO US

(REMINISCENCES OF VARIOUS PEOPLE IN CONTACT WITH THE MOIHER)

SAVED IN A TRAIN CRASH

IT was in the brilliant moonlit night of the 4th of March 1950-dol pun nma
when we left the Central Stat10n, Madras, by the Calcutta Mail,
on our way back to Calcutta after the February Darshan at Pondicherry. Our
party consisted ofmyself, Am1ya my wife and a frend, the late Mr. Sarvadh1cary
-poor man, he died shortly afterwards. Ours was a five-berthed compartment
and the three of us occupied the three lower berths. The compartment was a
very old one and the switches were all broken and as a consequence none of the
lights could be put out-a circumstance which ultimately helped us.

In those days it was usual for visitors to brmg with them, while returmng
from the Ashram, some Ashram pubhcat10ns and dehver them to the Patha
mand1r or elsewhere as they would be requested and thereby save the cost of
transit as far as possible.This time I was brmgmg with me a bundle of books
weighing no more than half a maund. It is necessary to state here how we
spread ourselves out in the compartment. Amiya and my fnend occupied the
two side-berths while I occupied the middle berth and put the bundle of
books m the iron luggage-earner Just over my berth; it seemed to be quite
secure as 1t sank mto 1ts bosom. By the way, there was one other circumstance

a

which was destined to help our eventual escape from the compartment after
the accident; the wmdows were not then barred by iron rods, as they arc at
present, and one could Jump out of the windows without any difficulty m
times of emergency.

As far as I remember the tram steamed out of the station at about 9-30
p.m. and as she ghded into the glorious moonlit night she belied the famtest
suggestion of the catastrophe that was waitmg for us only a few miles ahead.

As the tram gradually gathered speed she started to sway from side to side,
at times, so much so as to seem that the luggages on the upper berths would fall
on us. I was tired and I lay down mn my bed on the middle berth and tr1ed to
bleep. As all the lights were burmng on account of the defective switches, I
could not fall asleep straightaway. Soon after, as I lay on my berth, I started
to feel rather uneasy for I had a premomtion that the bundle of books kept m

Readers are invited to send their experienccs to the Editor or the Comp1ler or directly to
the Mother.
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the luggage-carrier would fall right on my head. This feeling gradually became
so realtst1c that I had to sit up. Agam and again I tried to shake off the feelmg,
he down and sleep but again and agam some uncanny force, too strong for me,
literally forced me to sit up. At last I abandoned the idea of sleeping, for the time
bemg at least, and decided to keep sitting up on the berth, the unkmd remarks
of my compamons notw1thstandmg. They remarked that there must have
been somethmg very wrong with my bram, otherwise how could I 1magme that
the heavy bundle would jump out of the earner and drop onmy head pomt blank.
But reason could be of no use to me agamst the persistent feelmg of the bundle
falling on my head and the uncanny force which compelled me to sit up.

The train was bemg drawn by one of those big Canad1an engines which
had already earned a notoriety at the time on account of some bad smashes they
had been through owing to some mechanical defects. The tram was runnmg
very fast and what w1th the speed of the tramn and what with the aforesaid premo
mtion gettmg complete possession ofme, any idea of sleep was out of the question
and now I most fervently thank the D1vme Mother that it was so. I decided
not to he down till I would feel like sleepmg.

All on a sudden my premonition came true and there was a sudden crash;
our compartment lurched to one side and the bundle of books in the luggage
earner fell directly on my pillow. I would have been crushed to death if I had
disregarded my clear premomtion !

The compartment broke into pieces as 1t rolled down to the adjommg
field. But all of us felt the Mother's Presence,-shall I say 'a tangible Pre
sence' ?--the peculiar fragrance that we always get whenever we go near the
Mother was there pervading the whole atmosphere and there was no room for
any fear or nervousness.

There were altogether twelve of us m the- tram returning from Darshan
and everyone escaped unhurt by the Grace of the D1vme Mother. Soon after,
some of our friends who were travellmg m some rear compartment got down
and went runnmg alongside the train calling to us loudly by our names and
rescued us from our unenviable predicament. I have no language to express
my feelings after we were pulled out of the broken compartment, safe and well,
and the sentiment uppermost mn my mmd at the moment was to bow down to
the Mother mn utter gratefulness for keeping us free from harm.

SIDDHESWAR BANERJEE

Compiled by HAR KRISHAN SINGH



THE WORSHIPPER

AND a question was put to him :
"What part will you play in the chaos that may be ahead ?"

Then he raised hrs eyes and looked beyond-into the sun...
"I ? ... I will be the Worshipper
While planets race and stars burn black,
While scarlet burmng wmds
Expose Earth's chasm depths
Of dank repulsive ignorance,
While the suffocating dust of broken pnde
Buries all this Time-held dignity,
I wll worship Her...
Conscious only of Her Bliss,
Knowing only light and calm,
And still with deeper, higher majesty.

"But as I stand alone, m love
And therefore beautiful,
The tortured humankmd of Earth,
Complete of horror, hate and fear,
Will pull with bleeding fingers
At the sand and rock beneath my feet,
That I may not forget them m my worshippmg :
For they had never seen Her,
Heard Her-known and loved Her,
They toiled and fought towards a vacancy
Misled, mistaught
By strengths and powers beyond their sight,
But I will show them how to worship Her,
And they will lift their arms beyond mine own,
To brmg Her Grace upon their Earth.
Yes-I will worship Her,
Through all the days that are ahead of us,
I will be the Worshipper ."

And so he spoke.
ANURAKIA (TONY SCOTT)
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MY HEART

I BROUGHT my heart with all its smart
To thy silence sweet,

Judge me thou and take me now
To Thy lotus feet.

Watch my soul, an endless dole
That has come to thee

From this heart-beat I want retreat
To Thy symphony.

Then my life will meet the golden street
Of Heaven and God;

So evermore to the drvine door
Show me the road.

If year on year fatigue and fear
My lot has been

Gallant I'll face all with Thy gace,
Thy golden sheen.

When I'll reach my goal after the roll
Of a life so wild,

Then I'll be proud, in a crimson cloud,
As thy own child.

Why was I born that November morn,
If I never fulfil

My sole desire : to live out that fire,
Thy perfect will ?

27
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THUS SANG MY SOUL

(47)

VIII. THE HOUR OF GRACE AND SELF-FULFILMENT

79. MY WORLD-SPAN AND THE REIGN OF LOVE AND JUSTICE

I HAVE travelled far and wide on this earth-speck,
I have scanned the sweep of God's entire reign.
I have vs1oned the var1ous play ofmultiple man.
I have peeped through the palaces and the palace-guards.
I have peeled the yogis and saints, the scientists I have dissected,
I have analysed the psychologists, the philosophers I have theorised about.
I have borne hunger, I have dined with dukes.
I have sported with the chasm, I have danced on the peaks,
I have tossed on the waves, I have governed the firmament.
I represent arrogance and pnde struggling to be crushed,
I represent the secret D1vine contending to sprout.
My life has been a constant hanging between the sky and the earth.
An utter humility sweats my body and soul.
There rules an equal Grace behind all the ups and downs,
A mighty Equality .mpports the entire external show,
A motionless po1se bears all the nose and din,
All the outward forms rock on the One's firm rock.
A huge trick of ego miraculously works,
A false sense of selfhood surpnsingly lurks.
But humamty sheer and nude is the lot of each.
Sucked down by devils is man, the ammal prowls in his sleep,
Over him spreads a golden infimty of God.
A Guidance supreme leads through darkness everyone ahke,
Loves all, carries all, helps all, responds to all.
A Lap divine saves from the most terrible fall.
O Mother Compassionate, 0 Might Supreme !
When Thou appearest unveiled 1n Thy immaculate Truth,
When Thy nude drvinty treads on the earth uncarmng, free,
When the stripped Godhead dances on the fluency of hfe,
The fraud of ego shall burst forth to the face of the world,
Thy God-Justice will be established m this Earth-Court,
The kingdom ofHeaven descend and clasp the universe.

(To be concluded)
HAR KRISHAN SINGH
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SELF-TEACHINGS

THE DIVINE MASTER'S MAYA : HUMAN EVOLUTION

WHEN the soul from heavenly heights plunges mto the ocean of matter, it dives
right to the bottom of the ocean and gets totally stuck m the mud and sand col
lected there. It gets so much covered up with the numerous layers of dark mud
that it loses the sight of 1ts or1gnal form. It struggles hard to free itself from the
sticky mud and layer by layer opens out by washmg its filthy disguise m the
surrounding clean water until it successfully reaches the wideness of the open
surface of the ocean. Then it realizes the originality of its actual form with the
help of the divine brilhant rays of the Eternal Sun reflected by the blazing
mirror of the waves.

Some souls unfortunately during their hard struggle get fatigued and
exhausted and temporarly give up the fight for their freedom several tumes in
that process: repeated death and rebirth are theirs unul they succeed m reaching
back to their surface recogntuon.

NARWANI
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THOUGHTS

MEN find it easy to credit that iron coming in contact with the philosopher's
stone can change itself into gold. But they find it difficult to credit that their
mental, vital and physical dross coming into contact with a superconscient yogi's
feet can change into the spiritual gold.

\X'hat a marvellous thing 1s man's intellect !

k *

God shall grant me peace if I give up inertia, power 1f I give up ego1st1c
impulses, bliss if I give up enjoyings, everything 1f I give up the craving of
wantmg this and not wantmg that.

God shall heap upon me Hts favours but only if I consent to be consumed
by Him.

k k

Just imagine a junk-heap of flimsy deal-wood planks rotting under torren
tial ram, and a half-witted carpenter buying 1t for making a chest of drawers
without giving any thought to 1ts worthlessness.

And 1f someone decides to deposit mn 1t precious jewellery then what would
you call him ?

So what shall we call that fellow whose body is festering with lusts and
cravings, whose mtelligence is devoid of all devotion or whose devotion 1s
bankrupt of all discrimination and who supports himself on outworn and otiose
creeds and sets out to realise God and cherishes the hope of turning hus body
mto a temple of God ? Is he not livmg m a fool's paradise ?

GIRAHARLAL

(Translated from the author's Gujarati book "Uparama")
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THE TRINITY OF INDIA'S NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE
MOVEMENT: BAL-PAL-LAL

THE Trinity of India's national independence movement, started in the first
decade of this century, was Bal-Pal-Lal. The harmonious blend of these three
great names as of ther minds and hearts still gives a thrill of joy and gratitude
in the memory of the Nation.

BAL

The character and personality ofBal Gangadhar Tilak1 were a rich harmony :
his head and heart were equally responsible for his success. This son of
Maharashtra instilled mto his Indian brothers character, strength, vigour and
self-respect which, he thought, would wield a tremendous influence on the
future generaton. He was one of the voices that never faltered. Also he was
one of the voices that could unite and bmld. He looked down upon conceit and
hypocrisy even when they were part of a deliberate plot or plan. His speeches
were exquisitely racy and absorbingly s1gnufcant.:

... a name to be remembered so long as the country has pride in its past
and hope for its future." In these few words of appreciation from Sri Aurobindo's
immortal pen the world can form an idea as to the contribution of Tilak to his
Motherland.

Idleness is an unpardonable error. It gives birth to foolishness. And
foolishness aptly shows us the way to destruction. We had managed to lose the
power of Vision that resided ever withm us. Alas, others had to come and make
us conscious of it. Tlak's mncrsve utterance runs :

"We have been very idle. We have grown so stupid owing to our idleness
that we are reqmred to be told by foreigners that our treasures conceal gold
and not iron."

Bengal Partition-October 16th, I905Tlak was convinced hke every
right thmkmg man that those who meekly tolerate wrongs are as much to be
blamed as the doers thereof. He asked the Bengalees to muster courage and
fight against the mJustice committed by the British Government. He inspired
them to raise a shout of protest and to condemn the misdeeds of the British.

"You must make a permanent cause of grievance. Store up the grievances
till they are removed. Partuton grievances wall be the edifice for the generation
of Ind1a. Do not give up thus partition grievance, for the whole of India 1s at
your back. It is a corner-stone and I envy the people of Bengal for laying this
corner-stone.''

Now, a thing never-to-be-forgetten is the bold utterance made by Bipin
Chandra Pal about the Partition of Bengal.

' July 23 marks the birthday of Tilak. Thus part of the arucle may serve as a little homage.
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" .. Lord Curzon passed his gubernatorial pen, cut the Province of Bengal
in twain, Bengal remained one, and all that his attempt did was to create a
dealthless determination in the people to continue to be one to the end of their
life. (Hear, hear) ... No, gentlemen, the partition has failed. Mr. Morley says,
it is a 'settled fact. History declares that it is a settled failure (cheers), and I
think 'settled failure' is as good an expression as 'settled fact'. (Hear, hear)
Now that partition has failed we do not care whether the Partution goes or
whether it remams.?

As the country can never dare to forget Tilak, even so with the 'Surat
spht.' Unfortunately, many people are under the wrong impression that this
sorry split was all due to divergence in ideals. No, it was just because of differ
ence of opinion as to the method of work which was to be earned out to gain
the one common 1deal of Swaray. Tlak sincerely hoped that hus Ind1an brothers
would forget before long this deplorable event. To quote him :

"The difference being one of method and not of ideal it would surely be
forgotten as time rolls on, and the keenness of it would be lessened every year
till we meet again on a common platform "

Needless to say that after the Surat Congress Tlak became an object of
contempt to many. They called him the dehberate breaker of the Congress.
But, according to Sr Aurobmndo, "To no one was the catastrophe so great a
blow as to Mr. Tilak." If we at all want to understand Tilak rightly then we
have no other go than to listen to the following s1gnuficant words of Sr
Aurobindo:

"He (Tilak) did not love the do-nothingness of that assembly, but he valued
it both as a great national fact and for its unrealised possibilities and hoped to
make of it a central organisation for practical work. To destroy an existing and
useful institution was alien to his way of seeing and would not have entered into
hrs 1deas or hus wishes."

At a ume when our Motherland was swooning under the yoke of subjuga
t1on imposed by the British the profusely inspired voice of Tilak, the Father
of Indian Unrest, was heard : "Home rule 1s my birthright." And hs vo1ce
was propagated from that very moment to eternity.

PAL

The greatness of Bipin Chandra Pal was many-sided. He was a patriot to
his finger-tips, a dauntless and progressive thinker, a man with a prophetic vision,
a great hterary figure, the possessor of a trumpet voice. He will, no doubt, be
remembered longest as an orator. A ceaseless stream of eloquence ran direct
from his heart to inspire and conquer the hearts of his countrymen . Unique as
an orator, Pal was far greater as a lover of his Motherland. His heart bled for
the suffering and slumbering nation. Hrs speeches were nothing short of an over
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whelming distribution of energy and it was often that this energy was success
fully communicated to the public like an electric charge. His fiery speeches
proved beyond a shadow of doubt that 1n sprte of physical prostration for a
few centuries India was still surcharged with an inner indomitable will that would
one day enable her to stand in the vanguard of knowledge and power.

Pal failed to see eye to eye with the Congress at the beginning of the present
century. The timid political agitation that was carried out by the Congress
was, in his opinion, another name for begging. Hence he called the Congress
'a begging institution'. In this respect Sri Aurobindo too could not side with
the Congress that stood for a policy of petition, nay, prayer.

It is worth remembermg how Tilak differed from Pal:
"All talk about future progress, about the establishment of Responsible

Goverr..ment m the Provinces and afterwards in the Central Government is a
very good talk wth which I fully sympathise but which I am not prepared to
demand as the first step of the mtroduction of Home Rule m Ind1a. That Is the
difference between myself and Mr. Bipm Chandra Pal. He wants the whole hog
at once. I say, it would be granted to you by stages : demand the first step so
t..1-iat the mtroduction of the second step would be much more easy than 1t 1s at
present."

Pal was definite in his assertion that India was to work out a new history
for herself. It was next to impossible to form a self-government withm the
British Government, because the empire would be undoubtedly agamst the
spmt of self-respect and self-reliance of the Indian people. On the other hand,
he wanted a free and mdependent Umted States of India.

Pal was considered to be the most dangerous man in India by Lord MInto,
the then Governor General of Ind1a. On April 2, 1907, he could not help writing
a letter to Lord Morley, the Secretary of State for India mn London : "I
do not think we should allow Bipin Chandra Pal to stump the country prea,hmg
sed1t1on as he has been domg." And soon after th1s he proposed "the deporta
tuon of Bipm Chandra Pal on the ground that his behaviour has beenmonstrous?'.

It 1s no tall tale to say that Pal's triumphant call to patrionsm reached
every heart, rich and poor, wise and unwise. It is an undemable fact that patr1o
t1sm 1s the true love of one's own country. Pal adds something to It. He says :
"Love's test 1s sacrifice." His final conclusion 1s : "Agtaton 1s not, 1n any
sense, a test of true patriotism. That test 1s self-help and self-sacrifice."

Indeed one of his self-sacrifices captures our attention and draws adm1ra
ton from all his countrymen. But for rum Aurobmdo, his dearest colleague,
would have been thrown 1to jail. He cheerfully accepted six months' rigorous
Imprisonment just to keep his cherished fr1end Aurobmndo at large.

Pal thundered against those who were in favour of taboomg politics from
our schools and Umversities. He reminded his opponents of the facts that 1n
the Oxford and Cambridge Unions they discuss polrtcs, and in the school they
3
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bring up brigades, He observed : "Do they not smng the National Anthem in the
public schools in England-

Rule Britannia, rule the Waves,
Britons never shall be slaves ?

"Is it tabooed in any public school in England ? If not, how cin you say
that singing of 'Bande Mataram' is not consistent with the advancement of the
real culture and education among the people of this country ?" (Shouts of
'Bande Mataram')

And he made bold to say that if the student community was consumed
with the incantation-fire of 'Bande Mataram', then the education of students
would no longer remain a problem To quote him : "If this is done, you will
solve the problem of Education in India such as 1t has not as yet been solved
by the British-controlled Universities and officialised agencies of public institu
tion in this country." Like his closest colleague Aurobindo, he too felt the
mantric spirit of Bande Mataram' in the depths of his heart. To them 'Bande
Mataram' was not a mere sound, but a livmg force; not even a word, but a fiery
inspiration, nay, the vs1on of an apocalypse.

What is a nation after all ? According to Bipin Chandra Pal, a nation is
not simply a collection of individuals. His firm convcton 1s that "a nation 1s
an organism; it has organic life, and like all orgamsms a nation has an end unto
itself, which is different from the ends that regulate the activities of other similar
organisms, other similar nations." And Sn Aurobindo reveals the truth that
hes behind the rise of India. "She does not rise as others do, for herself or
when she is strong, to trample on the weak. She 1s rising to shed the eternal
light entrusted to her over the world. India has always existed for humanity
and not for herself and It is for humanity and not for herself that she must be
free."

In his unique Uttarpara Speech Sn Aurobmdo's lofty apprec1at1on of
Brpin Chandra Pal runs : "He is one of the mightiest prophets of Natona
lism." No other charac terisat1on of Bipin Chandra Pal's life could be more
apposite than this.

LAL

Lala Lajpat Rai-"The Lion of the Punjab." How tremendously he
fought, how terribly he suffered after he had thrown himself headlong into
the battlefield of freedom ! It was the profoundest fellow-feeling and not
common self-interest that moved hus patr1ot heart. In thus connection let us
recollect Sri Aurobindo's prophetic utterance about patriotism : "Our ideal
of patriotism proceeds on the basis of love and brotherhood beyond the unity
of the nation and envisages the ultimate unity of mankind."
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Politics was not the sole field ofRai. Strangely enough, he played a magni
ficent role in social reform and the Arya Samaj movement at Lahore. In this
he was heartily helped by the young devoted patriots of the province.

Like Pal he too was definite in Ins assertion that independence can be
achieved only by our own efforts, and to depend on British generosity is to cry
in the wilderness. He had little sympathy with Gandhiji's non-cooperation. He
knew what fighting means. He was a'itranger to satyagraha. Also he failed
to be at one with Gandhiji's view ofhfe, that is to say, he did not expect much
from mere simplicity in life. What he wanted was "a zest for real life." He
was a religious Hindu to the marrow both by temperament and self-training.

To our country's cause he consecred his whole ife, his everything. He
was highly inspired by the soul-stirring teachings of Swami Vivekananda. On
the one hand, he was the hero of heroes; on the other, he was a Nation-builder.
He was terribly hurt when he saw the English-knowing Indian aping his master
mn all hs manners. What he found worse was that the English-knowing Ind1an
cheerfully detested Indian lfe and took prde in being out-and-out anglic1sed.

It 1s worth remembering how Tilak felt for Rai at the time of his
deportation :

"Lala Lajpat Rat. ..had done nothing that was not lawful and yet the whole
official hierarchy conspired and acted lke one man to deport him. I cannot
imagine a clearer sign that the greatness of the British Government 1s doomed,
and that decay and demoralsaton have set 1.'' Further, ·he advsed the young
men of the Punjab to cast aside fear and not to sink in despondency. "You
must imitate your ruler only mn one thing, namely, in maintaining an unfailing
success1on of publc workers. If one Lala La)pat Rau 1s sent abroad, another
ought to be found to take his place as readily as a junior Collector steps into the
shoes of a sernor."

And on that occasion how Sn Aurobindo with his indomitable will inspired
the people of the Punjab 1s not only striking but highly elevating. It was far
into the mght. Sn Aurobindo was asleep. One of his co-workers came 1n and
gave hu the news of Lala Lajpat Rai's deportation. While searclung for
paper to write on, he found a piece ofpacking paper w1thm his reach. He in no
time wrote out the following words for publication in his Bande Mataram on
the morrow:

"Men of the Punjab ! Race of the lion! Show these men who would
stamp you mto the dust that for one Lajpat they have taken away, a hundred
Lajpats will anse in his place."

"Swaray 1s my birthright,'' so said Tilak.
Swaraj," sand Rai, 'is our war-cry, our all-inspiring and all-absorb1ng

aim m life."
According to Sn Aurobmdo, "Swaraj means fulfilment of our national

life."
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Again we are not to forget that Rai was a very competent authority on
Education His book The Problem ofNational Education in India throws consi
derable light on the true aims and ideals that ought to govern India's vision
in every sphere of life. It is indeed a book of boldness and precision.

Rai was eminent in several walks of life. Verily his was a life that knew
not how to shock or belittle any human being.

t

I now venture to ask my readers to observe how Bal-Pal-Lal looked upon
Sri Aurobindo to whom came naturally the understanding of both East and
West. No hyperbole, to meet him was to feel the presence of something that
could be described as the very essence of culture and refinement.

Tlak's lofty appreciation of Sri Aurobindo runs in this wise :
"None is equal to Aravinda m self-sacrifice, knowledge and sincerity....

/It is :Niispcnsation of bemgn Providence that persons hke Aravmda have been
drawn to the national work. He writes from drvmne inspiration, sattwic mntell1
gence, and unshakable determination."

Pal, who was one of his closest colleagues, cherished an unimaginable
admiration for Sri Aurobindo. "Youngest in age among those who stand in
the forefront of the nationalist propaganda in India, but in endowment, education
and character, perhaps superior to them all--Aravinda seems distinctly marked
out by Providence to play in the future of this movement a part not given to any
of Ins colleagues and contemporanes ..His only care is for his country... the
Mother as he always calls her....Nationalism... at its best, a concern of the m
tellect with some, at the lowest, a political cry and aspiration with others .. .is
with Aravinda a supreme passion of his soul."

Long after Sn Aurobindo bade farewell to politics-to be precise, on
January 5th, 1925, Lala La)pat Rai came to meet him at Pond1cherry. There
was an exchange of free ideas on current politics. To quote his genwne
appreciation of Sri Aurobindo which he wrote long ago : " ... In intellectual
acumen and in scholastic accomplishments, he 1s perhaps superior to Har
Dayal, but above all, he 1s deeply religious and spzrztual."

Whtle Bal-Pal-Lal have left their rmpress on India's history, Sri Aurobindo
is still at work unseen and will do so till Mother India is well set on her peerless
pedestal. Accordmg to Sr Aurobmndo, true independence is that which would
make man one with his Creator, an independence that would make the earth
a habitation of the Infinite. This is far from realisation, no doubt, but its reali
sat1on 1s as inevitable as to-day precedes to-morrow.

CHINMOY



BOOKS IN THE BALANCE

The Spiritual Heritage of India By Swami Prabhavananda. Publishers :
George Allen > Unwm. London. Pp. 374. Price 35s.

Swami Prabhavananda 1s a sen1or monk of the Sr1 Ramakrishna Order
whose writmgs have always had a d1stmct1ve flavour of the Spmt that has never
failed to communicate Itself to the reader. His present work on the Spmtual
Heritage of India 1s agam of the same genre, different from most of the current
books on the subJect which are usually academic chronicles touchmg only on
the externals of the long lme oflnd1anphilosophy and religion. Swami Prabha
vananda grves, so to say, an ms1de view of the herrtage and lets us feel something
of the Breath of the Eternal that has ever enlivened this ancient tradition.

At the very outset, the author wisely pomts out one or two special features
of the Indian philosophy of religion which d1st1ngmsh 1t from the Western:
"Indian philosophy 1s not merelymetaphysical speculation, but has 1ts foundatuon
m immediate perception. God and soul are regarded by the Hmdu mmd, not as
concepts, speculative and problematical, as 1s the case 1n Western philosophy,
but as things directly known." Secondly, this Knowledge based upon percep
t1on is verifiable by anyone who takes to the appropriate means. Thus phlo
sophy m India is a formulat1on of Knowledge (of God, Soul and Nature) gamed
by direct experience and attainable by others under the same condit1ons.

Speakmg on the place of psychology and ethics m Indian philosophy, the
author again pomts out the difference: "The science of psychology, as the
westerns know 1t, 1s man's attempt to explamn the behaviour of hus mmnd w1th
reference to his body and the stimuli received through hus senses. Eth1cs 1s the
formulation of the science of conduct in relation to society as man faces his
multifarious activities as a social bemg. Indian philosophy and Indian psy
chology are not merely allied subjects, but the latter 1s actually an integral part
of the former Psychology has its inception in the thinking self and not m the
objects of thought. It is not merely content with observmg the workangs of the
mmd m the normal planes of consciousness, as is the case with the modem
system called Behaviourism, but points out how the mmnd ranges beyond the
conscious plane of psychic activity and how the resulting experience 1s evenmore
real than experience of the objective world. It differs also from the psycho
analysis of Freud, in that though it accepts the subconscious mmd, 1t holds
that man is capable of controlling its impressions as well as those of h1s cons
cious mmd, and of attammg to the superconscious state) which no school of
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Western psychology has taken mnto cons1deration. By teachmg the normal mmd
methods of restraimng its own vaganes, with the aim of gammg supreme
mastery over itself, and of ultimately rising above itself, Indian philosophy
distingmshes its beliefs from those of all other known systems of ph1losophy
and psychology.1 Ethics also has a role m Indian philosophy. Though not
identical with 1t, ethics 1s 1ts very foundation. Philosophy seeks by ethics to
transcend the mere life of conduct, so that ethics supplies the means for makmg
itself superfluous. Moreover Hmdu eth1cs not only concerns itself with outer
human activity, but extends to the inner hfe as well. Every teachmg 1s cond1
tioned by the phrase 'm thought, word, and deed' ... Indian philosophy 1s thus
not a mere way of thmkmg but a way of hfe, a way oflight, and a way of truth."

Begmnmg with the Vedic literature, SwamiJi draws attention to the fact
that, unhke other scnptures of the world, the Bible, Koran, etc. which are re
velattons received through an angel or prophet and must be accepted as such
on faith-verifiable or not-, the Vedas are "apauruseya, drvine mn on1gmn. In
fact God created the whole umverse out of the knowledge of the Vedas, yo
vedebhyah akhlam jagat nrmame.. .The authority of the Vedas does not depend
upon anythmg external. They themselves are an authority, bemg the knowledge
of God. Their truth is venfiable by any spmtual aspirant m transcendental
consciousness."

The Vedas are arranged into four divisions which, the author pomts out,
correspond to the four asramas or stages 1n the lfe of the Aryan man. The Sam
h1tas, Brahmanas, Aranyakas and the Upanishads relate respectively to the
asramas of brahmacarya, lfe of the student devoted to acqmring knowledge
and mstructions, garhasthya, hfe of the householder requmng practice of ntuals
enjoined m the Brahmanas; vanaprastha, retirement when one overpasses the
ntuals and devotes oneself to symbolic meditations; and lastly, sannyasa, renun
ciation, when all is dedicated to the Knowledge of Brahman.

The Upamshads are next mtroduced as 'reports of mnsght, not phlo
sophical speculations about the ultimate Reahty. As Sn Aurobmdo observes,

1 Reverting to the subject later mn the treatment, the author remarks :
..The fundamental difference between the psychology of India and the psychology of the

West hes m the fact that Western psychology 1dentafes consciousness with mind, being with
thought, and thought with the soul, or the Self, whereas Indian psychology d1stmgU1shes rrund
from consciousness. The d1stmct1on 1s due to the fact that Western psychology recogmzes only
one plane of experience, and grves no consideration to what Hmndus call the pure ct, the supreme
unconditional consc10usness, the Bemg, which they regard as the real Self, or the soul, different
from the rauonal!smg mind and realised m the superconsc1ous or transcendental state. Pure
uncondmonal consciousness cannot be the property of the mmd, they believe, for 1t 1s the source
of the mud's apparent consciousness Mind 1s sad by the Hmdu psychologist to be the 'velmng
power' of the pure consciousness, the Self, and 1t 1s assocated with the Self only as a necessary
condition of world expenence. All systems of Indian philosophy recognise a Self separate t1om
the mud .' (p. 201).
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the Rush1s of the Upanishads ask each other, "What dost thou know ?", not
"What dost thou think ?" The Upanishads merely record the experiences and
realisations of the Rush1s mn their journeyings to the Brahman. Their standpoints
differ, their approaches differ and their experiences too differ. They are all,
nevertheless, true and all are set down without care for abstract consistency of
logic or other demands of mental reasonmg.

Do the Upamshads preach what they call Panthersm mn the West ? "If the
universe emanated from Brahman, then clearly he-or rather some portion of
h1m-zs the umverse; and to that extent the 1dea 1s pantheistuc. But observe
that despite this emanation Brahman is, 'still the same'--in whch case 1t 1s ev1
dent, whatever else may be true, that the umverse and Brahman are not 1dcnt1cal;
and 1t 1s precisely the identity of the two that the West understands by
pantheism."

While on the famous passage from the Ta1tt1riya dealmg with the five
sheaths of the Self, we are disappointed to note, Swam1ju translates vijnana
(of the term vijfiiinamaya ko~a) as mtellect. Is not this mtellect alreadymcluded
mn the previous, the third, manomaya koa ? Mund, manas, Includes intellect,
buddh. VIJnana 1s really vsstam janam, knowledge mn excelss, a principle of
Knowledge higher than the mental, correspondmg to what Sri Aurobindo
calls the Gnosis, the Truth-Consciousness, the Supermmd.

Rebutting the charge that Indian philosophy is fatalistic, the author points
out the stress laid on mndiv1dual will in determining one's Karma, not only in
creating one's future destiny but also inmodifying the past sarskaras or impel
ling tendencies. He sums up: "It is on this earth that a man determines his
spiritual destiny and achieves his final realisation. The other worlds are only
places where what is done here is given its reward...Earth, and earth alone,
then, is the scene of man's spiritual struggle. A second aspect .. .is the fact that
ultumately all men will achieve liberation, however long, for some, may

1 The author's remarks on the conception of evolution in these ancient texts and its broader
truth as compared with the Western conception are interesting . "The Atman exists equally,
they said, 1n all beings, man1mate as well as an1mate, rocks and stones and trees as well as birds
and beasts and men. 'At the heart of all-whatever there 1s in the universe-abides the Self.'
Beings differ enormously, however, in the degree to which the Atman, present in all, has come
to be realised In all beings, at whatever point in the scale they may be, a spmtual process goes
on .Here plamly enough, there 1s a theory of evolution, though a theory very different from
that now current in the \Vest. According to the western conception only ammate things evolve,
and in these the development implies radical changes in the organism as a whole. Nowhere w1thm
the organism is there a permanent element standmg apart from the change Accordmg to the
Upamshads, on the other hand, all creation evolves, mammate as well as an1mate, and the deve
lopment mn which alone they are mterested 1s interpreted not as a p1oress of radical change but
rather as a gradual uncovermg or bunging to light of a quintessence ongmally present and in
capable of modificaton IIere, as everywhere else, Ind1an philosophy held fast te an mmmutable
element at the very heart of the flux."
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be the struggle, and however many returns ...Thc Upamshads kno\\ no such
thmg as eternal damnation -and the same is true of every other Hindu
scripture."

After a bnef survey of the Epics and their role as mentors and custodians of
the natonal culture and relg1on, comes the Bhagavad Gita. The author does not
discuss who was Krishna, whether he was a historical character or a legendary
figure. He states at once : "This Knshna is the Drvne One, the Lord who abides
withm the heart of all bemgs. He represents a conceptionwhich is the basis of all
Ind1an relgous thought, namely, that all existence 1s a manifestatuon of God."
Regardmg the character of this scriptural text, he quotes from Sr Aurobmndo
whom he regards 'as one who perhaps of all the modern mterpreters of the
Gita has best caught the spmt of the poem' "The Gita is not a weapon for
dialectical warfare, it is a gate opening on the whole world of spmtual truth and
experience, and the view it gives us embraces all the provmces of that supreme
region. It maps out, but it does not cut up or bmld walls or hedges to confine
our vIs1on."

Ra1sIng hrs voice against exploitation of the Gita which is a sprtual guide
book first and last, for polrncal and other secular purposes, SwamiJi underlmes
the catholic spirit of the Karma Yoga of the Gita and observes .

"Temporal hfe and spmtual values stand in a relation of harmony, they
constitute one drvmne life--as the Gita tells us. Insistence on the performance
of svadharma, or one's secular duty, m the spmt of yoga, is mdeed often met
with m the Gita, but this msistence ceases to have force and meanmg with the
growth of higher knowledge. Sri Aurobmdo makes this issue abundantly clear
when he says : An inner s1tuat1on may even arise, as with the Buddha, m which
all duties have to be abandoned, trampled on, flung aside m order to follow the
call of the Drvmne wthmn. I cannot thunk that the Gita would solve such an 1nner
s1tuat10n by sendmg Buddha back to his wife and father and the government
of the Sakya State, or would direct a Ramakrishna to become a Pundit m a
vernacular school and d1smnterstedly teach little boys their lessons, or bmd down
a Vivekananda to support his family and for that to follow dispassionately
the law or medicine or Journalism.,"

A short chapter is devoted to the Tantras m the section on Smrtus, Puranas,
et::. It is shown how the Tantras contmue the tradition of the Veda and the
Upamshads, both m their philosophy and sadhana, though with an enlargmg
apphcat10n. Emphasising the need of a Guru for 1rutiation mto spmtual life of
the tantric conception, the author speaks of "two kinds ofdks@, or 1nutation:
$ambhavi (or sakt) and mantr. Sambhav1 occurs when the disciple immediately
experiences divine vis10n, attaimng the supreme knowledge by the mere w1sh
or touch of the guru But this form of imt1at10n is possible only through sup-
1cmc teachers. Le~scr teachers must have recourse to the other form of mitia
uon, namely, mantr1. In thus the guru initiates the disciple by presenting hum
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with a mantra, or sacredword or formula ...The underlying principle (of mantra)
bcmg that words and thoughts are mseparable, and that a person may effect
a complete change mn h1s character by meditating upon a thought with the
help of a word and by repeatmg the word. The root of imtiation, declare these
scriptures, is the mantra; the mantra is the body of God; and God is the root of
s1ddh1, or attamment of knowledge and perfection" (P. 147).

Giving a sympathetic expos1ton of Jamnusm and Buddhsm, Swam1a rejects
the common notion that they are contrary to the Vedic tradition. He pomts out
they "accept the authority of revealed knowledge and transcendental experience,
though they deny the authority of the Vedas, particularly of ritualistic portions,
as a result of certain historical circumstances. They do not contradict the
spmt of the Vedas but are in entire harmony with it." Was Buddha an atheist?
No, read what he himself says on the pomt : "There is an unborn, an unor1
gmated, an unmade, an uncompounded; were there not, 0 mendicants, there
would be no escape from the world of the born, the origmated, the made,
and the compounded." (Udana VIII.3)

Then follow brief but adequate accounts of the S1x Systems of Indian Philo
sophy, vs., Nyaya, Va1sheshika, Sankhya, Yoga, Purva Mmmamsa and Uttara
Mimamsa. The author is at his best in the chapter on the Yoga System of

1 Some writers have compared the teachings of the Buddha with the doctrines of certamn
philosophers of the West. Pointing out how mistaken thus 1s, Swamuj writes

"Buddha's teachings have often been mistakenly identified with the philosophy of flux as
expounded by Bergson and Croce This 1dent1ficat1on 1s especially urged with respect to Bergson.
Superficially indeed, the two appear much alike, but on deeper analysis they prove to be at oppo
site poles According to Bergson, the ultimate reality is an mcessant flux, a creative evolution,
or 1eal duration Buddha assumes, 1t 1s true. that the universe of experience 1s m constant flux,
but he does not admit that this Incessant flux 1s the ultimate reality The universe of flux, to
Buddha, 1s neither unreal nor real It 1s, and 1t 1s not Bergson, on the other hand, revels in
the flux To Bergson 'time' or 'duraton' 1s real, and we should accordingly strive to see thmgs
not sub spece aeterntats but sub spece duwatons. Buddha perceives the flux but rses above 1t,
above time, space, and causation Buddha, like Plato, sought to find the state beyond the flux
Bhava-mrodha-mbbanam. 'To withdraw from the flux' he sa1d, s to attain nirvana.'

"Bergson and Croce have done great service to Western philosophy by pomtmg out that
rne ultimate reality cannot be discovered by the mtellect alone, but they have egregiously failed
to discover a way whereby one may rise above the intellect and arnve at the very source of know
ledge itself. It 1s true that both Bergson and Croce speak much of inturt1on, but thus 1nturt1on
of theirs is confined to the realm where 'time' 1s supreme and a sense of the 'many' prevails.
Theirs 1s essentially a naturalistic interpretation of reality-that is, it issues entirely from the
senses and the faculty of cogni tion. The Bergsonan elan vral is merely vital expans1on within
the unrvensc of relatrvaty and plurality and flux or change-within, that 1s, the bonds of maya.
Frankly, the use of this word intumon by the modern philosophers of the flux-or rather abuse,
can only mean a smking below the reason and the conscious mmd mto the realm of mstmct
which we share with the lower animals. Thus pseudo-intut1on of Bergson and Croce has of
course no relation to the mrvana of Buddha, the samadhi of the yogis, and the--tunya, or transcen
dental consciousness, of the Upanishads. Nirvana 1s 1n fact the 'state m which both sensations
and 1deas have ceased to be', In which 'the sage 1s delivered from tume'. It is the state of snyat@
wrongly translated as 'nothingness' ?' (p. 179)
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Patanjah. Discussmg the question whether Patanjali accepts God as an integral
part of the Yoga philosophy, he writes: "while Sankhya asserts that there
can be no proof of the existence of God, Patanjali advances certain proofs and
in his plan of salvation declares that worship of God and meditation upon him
are one of the means of attaining supreme knowledge and liberation. He does
admit, however, that it is not absolutely necessary to believe m God m order
to experience the truth of religion, holdmg that truth will make itself felt n
spite of belief or disbelief provided one follow the practices of Yoga." Nothmg
could be more rational.1

Success 1n Yoga, says Patanyali, "comes quickly to those who are mtensely
energetic .. Success vanes according to the strength of the effort expended to
attam it-mild, moderate, or mtense". "Sickness, mental lazmess, doubt, lack
of enthusiasm, sloth, cravmg for sense-pleasure, false perception, despair caused
by failure to concentrate and unsteadmes~ in concentration; these distractions
are obstacles to knowledge. These distractions are accompamed by gref,
despondency, tremblmg of the body, and irregular breathmg. They can be
removed by the practice of concentration upon a smgle truth."

"Undisturbed calmness of mind is attamed by cultivating fncndlmcss
toward the happy, compassion for the unhappy, delight in the virtuous, and
indifference toward the wicked."

Posture, asana, has its own importance mmeditation and worship. SwamiJi
quotes from the Vedanta Sutras of Vyasa in this context: "Worship 1s possible
mn a s1ttmng posture, because this encourages meditation. The meditatmg person
is compared to the immovable earth. There is no law of place; wherever the
mmd 1s concentrated, there worship should be performed" (IV.1.7-9,n).

The author's comments on the aphorism I.36 are worth quoting.
"Concentraton may also be attaned by fixang the mnd upon the Inner Laght,

which is beyond sorrow.

1 God Exists, and "the word which expresses him is Om This word must be repeated with
meditation upon its meanmg... In the Upamshads .the word Om was held sacred by sages and
seers, bemg regarded as a symbol of Brahman. From Vedic times until the present day 1t has been
so understood, and 1t has been employed as an aid m meditation by all asp1rants after God. It 1s
accepted both as one with Brahman and as the medium, the Logos, connecting man and God.
It 1s God, and by its aid man may realise God. The entire history of the syllable 1s 1n the revela
t1ons of the Vedas and the Upan1shads, and this history m the hands of the later philosophers
developed mto what became known as sphotavada, or plulosophy of the Word The s1mlar
doctrme of the Logos, later also than the Vedas and the Upanishads, we discover among Greek
metaphysrc1ans-a doctine which influenced the wrater of the Fourth Gospel' After md1catung
the difference between the Ind1an sphotavada and the Logos of the Greek Philosophers, notably
Heraclitus, Plato, Philo, the author wrtes "In the beginning was the Word,' says St John,
'and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.' The verse 1s almost identical with one 1n
the Vedas Pray@pat vau dam age it-In the beginning was Prajapat (Brahman), Tasya
vag dwtiya asit-with whom was the Word, Vag va pa amamB alma-and the Word was verily
Brahman.' " (pp. 229-31).
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"The ancient Yogis believed that there was an actual centre of spiritual
consc10usness, called the lotus of the heart, situated between the abdomen and
the thorax, which could be revealed to the aspirant mn deep meditation. They
said that it had the form of a lotus and that it shone with an mner light. It was
said to be beyond sorrow, smce those who saw it were filled with an extraordmary
sense of peace and joy...According to the Karvalya Upanishad : 'The Suprmee
heaven shmes m the lotus of the heart. Those who aspire and struggle may enter
there .Retire into solitude. Seat yourself on a clean spot m an erect posture,
with the head and neck mn a straight lune. Control all sense organs. Bow down in
devotion to your teacher. Then enter the lotus of the heart and meditate
there on the presence of Brahman-the pure, the infimte, the blissful.' And m
the Mundaka Upamshad: 'Within the lotus of the heart he dwells, where
the nerves meet hke the spokes of a wheel. Meditate upon him as Om, and you
may easily cross the ocean of darkness. In the effulgent lotus of the heart dwells
Brahman, passionless and indrvsible. He is pure. He is the lght of all lights.
The knowers of Brahman attain him.'"

One section is devoted to the different schools of Vedanta, begmmng
with Gaudapada, the paramaguru of Adi Shankara and ending with Sri Rama
krishna. The precise distinctions between the tenets of the different exponents,
viz., Shankara, Bhaskara, Yamuna, Ramanuja, Nmmbarka, Madhwa, Vallabha,
Chaitanya, are underlined and the whole presentation 1s fair and objective. There
are, however, one or two points on which we would lke to make our own obser
vations.

Discussing the doctrine of Maya, superimposition, it 1s stated (p. 284) :
"Ifwe believe that the firnte has an absolute reality of its own, and that it has

emerged from the Infimte and is an actual transformation of the Infimte, or we
regard the Infinite as a transcendent first cause of the phenomenal world, then
we must admit that the nfinte is nfinte no longer. A God who transforms
himself into the vs1ble universe is humself subject to transformation and change
-he cannot be regarded as the absolute reality. A God who creates a world
limits himself by the very act of creation, and thus ceases to be infinite."

No, He does not. The Infinite remains the Infinite even after any number
of firntes are issued out of It. The Srut is unambiguous on the point : "That
is Full and This is Full, out of the Full the Full is lifted up. Fullness being
taken from Fullness, Fullness alone remains." Again, He creates All, He
manifests All out of the Infinitude of His Being and yet exceeds it-ato;yiiyiinsca
purusah. Has not Swamujn himself, when discussing Panthersm and the Ind1an
view of the universe's emanation from Brahman, warned us : "But observe that
despite that emanation Brahman 1s 'still the same' " ? God's infinity 1s in no
way affected by His own self-formulations in terms of the finite. Note also
that 1t is only what is loosed out as the Universe that undergoes change and
transformation which 1s really the process of mamfestation-a willed workmg
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out of some of the mynad potentialities inherent in the Infinite. Indeed, the
Infimte cannot be limited to its state of mfinity.

After an informative chapter on Sri Chaitanya there follows an mtimate
narrative of Sr Ramakrishna whose teachings have moulded the lfe and
outlook of the author. Though he has placed this chapter at the close of the
book for reasons of chronology, the Spmt of the Saint and his Message-the
Fundamental Unity of all Religions-pervades the expos1ton from the very
beginnmng.

We do not know why Swam1j1 has not touched upon the subsequent course
of Indian spirituality and rehg1on. A section to cover the notable developments
durmg the last six decades 1s certainly called for.

An excellent work on an excellent subject by an excellent mmd.

M. P. PANDIT



NALINI KANTA SEN

'A NEW world of Truth and Light opened before me and I at once accepted
Sri Aurobindo as my Master."

Thus spoke Nalini Kanta Sen, one of Bengal's intellectuals among whose
college-mates, fellow-scholars and intimate friends were Prof. Satyendranath
Basu, Dr . .Meghnad Saha, Prof. S. N. Mukherji and Prof. J. C. Sinha.

By training and cast of mind a rationalist-one glance at hus photo
had led SnAurobindo to call hmm 'an intellectual'-he had nonetheless a sav10g
feature. Hl'> intellectual brilliance could not beglamour him into self-satisfac
tion. Nor had he any of the materialist stubbornness wluch would refuse
outright all truth beyond intellectual grasp. Other wise Sr Aurobmndo's wrtungs
could not have attracted his soul and opened before him 'a new world of Truth
and Light.'

His father, the late Dr.J. K. Sen, who belonged to a distinguished cultured
family of Kalla, Jessore, was a popular medical practitioner 10 Dellu. Nalini
Kanta was born at Kalia on 3o October 1894. His academic career was through
out lugh. An Honours man m Mathematics, he stood first m Bengal and
obtained the Banklmchandra Gold Medal. In M.A. he took a high first class
m Mathematics, standing second, and won the top place in B.L., now L.L.B .
He passed the Indian Audit and Accounts Service Exammnaton and 1n 192I
entered the Central Government Service of all-India cadre. All through he
held responsible posIUons and commanded the esteem and appreciation of the
higher authont1es. Honest and strict 10 his work, the lure of popularity could
never deflect him m the least from the path of rectitude.

By nature and temperament, he was kind, gentle, affable and sweet-spoken.
Subordmates, servant~ or even naughty children never heard from him a harsh
or unkmd word.

Massive and complicated figurework, terrfymng or dry as summer dust
to a layman, could not choke up the underlymg sprmgs of his love of culture.
The obvious secret was that he was as well at home in the depths of his Vedic
andUpamshadic studies, as in the maze of figures; as interested in the charm and
beauty of the Sanskrit class1cs as in science; he knew the subtleties of class1cal
mus1c and the niceties of Indian and European art, the problems of History
and the fine pomts of Philosophy. All these subjects he studied, and whatever
he studied he studied to the bottom and ausnnilated it. He was always on the
look-out for important books and freely spent on their purchase. His travel over
Europe was more of a study tour than a pleasure trp.
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His love for learning and his pursuit of culture did not slacken with age
nor did his memory weaken. In his retirement from service he learnt French
and German well enough to enjoy their literatures in the origmal. His know
ledge of Bengali, Hindi and Sanskrit was remarkable. He was also acquainted
with Latin.

Besides articles in English and Bengali periodicals he wrote two Bengali
books on the Vedic and Upanishadic basis of Indian culture as interpreted by
Sri Aurobindo.

The range and depth of his cultural achievement was so easily possible
not only because of the versatility of his interests but also because ofhis happy
faculty of resilience. In discussion on higher subjects, the standpoint he took
up and maintained was invariably based on original thinking, personal convic
tion or historical fact, never on intellectual arrogance or prejudice. His rich store
of knowledge, far from giving him a swelled head, added grace to his humility
and sweetness, and seemed to make him all the more receptive to new ideas.
It was this receptivity that was for hum a spur1tual asset of inestimable value.
But for thus broad openness, could he have thrown himself, heart and soul, 1ntg
the profundities of Sri Aurobmdo's Yoga and his revolutionary idealism ?

The faith, the devotion and the certitude that we have seen in him 1n h1s
Ashram hfe was a complete proof of his having far outgrown lus earlier rationa
listic trend. It was presumably his first sacrifice; the second was his retirement,
before time, to take to Ashram hfe, as a prelude to the greater sacrifices which
he has never disclosed to anybody, nor would he have anybody, supposing one
knew, disclose them to the world. For his sacrifices were his soul's worshipful
offermgs to the Divine, too sacred to be spoken about. •

Besides workmg m several departinents of the Ashram, he taught Bengali,
Geography and Mathematics at the Sn Aurobindo International Centre of
Education.

His life which had 1ts start with mental brilliance, and 1ts muddle caught 1n

the dynamics of the Light DIvine, came to an abrupt close on 30 June 1962.
But a life given to and accepted by the Divme Mother can have no close.

It means a re-start, a new hfe mvested with greater powers and vaster
possibilities.

SISIRKUMAR MITRA



Students' Sec ti on

TALKS ON POETRY

(These Talks were given to a group of students starting their University
life. They have been prepared for publication from notes and memory, except
in the few places where they have been expanded a little. Here and there
the material is slightly rearranged in the interests of unity of theme. As
far as possible the actual turns of phrase used n the Class have been re
covered and, at the request of the students, even dgressons have been
preserved. The Talks make, in this form, somewhat unconventional
peces but the am has been to retain not only their touch of lterature
and serious thought but also their touch of life and laughter.)

TALK THIRTY-EIGHT

Ir was Keats's friend Henry Stephens who, on seeing the first draft of Endy
mon, remarked that its opening line

A tlung of beauty is a constant joy-
was good but still "wanting something". Keats pondered the crit1c1sm a little,
then cried out, "I have it", and wrote :

A thing of beauty 1s a joy for ever.
We can see at once that here, as the Abbe Bremond says, "the current passes".
Inspiration has come through. But what exactly has happened ?

Bremond declares that the inspiration is not due to a change of meaning,
for, according to him, the mearung has not appreciably altered. I should think
the correct view to be that the meaning has altered its shade m an important
manner and yet the inspiration 1s not directly due to the alteration.If we brIng
a subtle scrutiny to bear upon the words we shall not fail to find the alteration
of shade.

The first version speaks of an enjoyment that takes place with a prolonged
consistency, while the second involves an absolute unconditional response that
1s perpetual. "A constant joy" has a somewhat restricted substance • 1t moves
from moment to moment through one's life-steadily accompanying one, but
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not necessarily without beginning and ending somewhere. "A joy for ever"
has a free triumphant flow as if from beyond one's birth to beyond one's death
the flow of a larger than individual consciousness, a larger than even any time
consciousness, I might say. It is as 1f not merely our appreraton of an object
but also our sense of an inviolable "archetype" of it on a divine plane were
suggested. There is the hint of some endless and undying and godlike essence
of beauty, existing and persisting behind earthly objects that perish and human
experiences that pass.

Not to see this hint is to miss the final distinction of meaning in the line.
And if Bremond does not see it he has not responded with the right alertness
of mind. But, while such a hmt may strike us as right and also as more in tune
with the rest of the Endymion-passage, we shall mislead ourselves if we believe
that the sheer meaning has metamorphosed Keats's line. Apart from the con
text of a line, the rightness or wrongness of meaning in poetry is irrelevant.
A poet can hold any opmnon and turn 1t to great verse. Though the meaning of
"constant Joy" does not accord so well with Keats's context, there 1s nothmg
1n 1t to prevent a poet from making it memorable ma different context-if he
knows how to do so : that is, if he knows how to give it a finer expression
than Keats did. Of course, that finer expression will hold a nuance which the
original line lacks-the change will come about by the very recasting of it. Yet,
in the overall aspect as distmguished from the detailed aspect, there can be some
parity, such as does not exist between the origmal lme and Keats's actual recast
ing of it. So from a general viewpomt we may aver that the meamng of"constant
Joy" fails in Keats's hne because of a failure of inspiration and not by any 1n
trmsic poetic defect. The meanmg of "a JOY for ever" can also from a general
viewpoint make poorer poetry m spne of its being what we may call a greater
thought and m spite of its accordmg better with Keats's context. Its effective
ness comes from the way 1t has been expressed. Modify the express1on mn the
slightest and it may fall flat. The form, therefore, and not the sheer sigmficance
of Keats's new line 1s the wonder-worker.

I may here throw your mind back to Mallarme's answer to the question of
Degas the painter : "How is it that I have so many ideas, yet can't write poems?"
Mallarme said : "My dear Degas, poems are not written with 1deas-they are
written with words." Mallarme surely did not refer to meanmgless words :
poems are not written with gibberish. Nor was he referring to intellectual
formulation m language : poetry is not logic set to metre. He was simply
stressmg the importance of form. Perhaps a less epigrammatic manner of puttmg
the matter would be that poetic form cons1sts of mnsp1red words that embody1deas
imagmat1vely, emot:J.onally, rhythmically. Any kind of idea will do, provided
there is a certam choice of words and a certain ordering of the words chosen,
creating an imaginative and emotional str and bringing about a rhythm which
reinforces revelatory word-suggestuons wIth revelatory sound-suggestions.
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How vitally the imaginative, emotional and rhythmical elements hold
together can be easily shown. Mark what a world of difference there is if Keats's
line, without any word bemg altered, suffers a slight change ofword-order, thus :

A thing of beauty is for ever a joy.

The overall idea remains the same-and yet that large, unobstructed, pro
foundly thrilling finality is gone. It is a fine thought but not fine enough feeling
and not fne enough imaginative experience : the stirring of the consciousness
does not occur in the depths and spaces of our being. A clipping and a jumping
enter into the rhythm, and there is a slightly forced imparting of the emotion
and the imagination instead of a natural release of them into us. Technically,
one may say that the release is done by two means. First, the immediate follow
ing of "joy" by "for ever" m Keats's lme concentrates, from the standpomt of
grammar, a glow of eternity, of divineness, of archetypalness in the former : the
reversed sequence, while logically leaving everything the same, seems to thin
away the glow. Likewise, "for ever" gets more spiritually neutral, less positive
and potent and vivid when 1t is not mixed and annealed in significance with
"joy. To break up Keats's order of the two expressions is to interrupt their
mutual enrichment. Secondly, a syllable hanging out 1n "ever" beyond the
pentameter scheme gives by its unaccented extra sound the impression of
mdefinite continuation, the breaking through from the limited into the illimit
able, the exceedmg of confines and the emerging into freedom and fulfilment
-in short, a reinforcing of word-suggestions by sound-suggestions. Yes, the
technique has an effect, but the technique itself is the hand of an inner force
fingering deftly 1ts medium, guided by a light and. rhythm of the being and not
from without by mechanical skill. The mere technical effect could have been
acheved by writing :

or
A thing of beauty is a joy unending

A thing of beauty is a joy that's endless.

These variants are no "duds"; nothing in them, however, is so satisfyingly
suggestive, so aptly vibrant as "for ever". They lack the perfect inevitability
of inner and outer form possessed by Keats's phrase.

Gomg to the root of the question, we shall find this perfect inevitability to
be a mystical value. Keats himself supplies a clue by the Platonic sense of
beauty he has brought into his line. That "for ever" extends, as I have indica
ted, the joy of beauty to a divine and archetypal realm. The beauty, therefore,
of a lme of poetry as of any other thing can be seen to lie in its participation in
thus realm. Perfect inevitability of form, according to this view, springs from and
4
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manifests some supreme and flawless Creative Delight behind the time-process.
Modern aesthetics fights shy of such a theory, but whoever mterrogates clearly
enough his experience of poetic or any other beauty at its intensest cannot put
by the sense of the ultimate, the absolute, the D:vine. It is not mere pleasure
that is gven us. Poetry does not end with causing a happy equilibrium, as
I.A.Richards contends, between the diverse impulses at play m our nature.
Pleasure is there and a happy equilibrium is there; there is also much else. What
is basic is our recognition of an irreproachable finality, an utter perfection that
confers on every poetic statement a godlike power. Various poets make various
statements, they differ among themselves, but each of them seems to bring the
compelling touch of the ultimate and the absolute. Though our intellect may
not agree, we cannot help feeling that here is something unchallengeable, some
thing that can stand like a deity and command our consciousness. We feel that it
participates in a Bemng that is flawless and "a joy for ever". The participation 1s
through form alone : that is why all kinds of statements are possible m poetry
and the question of "truth" m the scientific, philosophic, religious or hustor1c
connotation docs not arise. Perfect form or beauty 1s "truth", as Keats m his
Ode on a Grecian Urn declared, in one connotation only : the Bemg mn whose
flawless and eternal beauty it participates is the basic reality, the fundamental
archetype of all existence, so that whatever fails to manifest tlus Being is to the
extent of its failure a falsity and not the truth.

Art is a wonderful effort to manifest it. Inspiration, that passing of "the
current", is the artist's inner sense of it governing his medrum. We can analyse
the governing, study the elements of imagination, emotion and rhythm, but
these elements fuse into a masterpiece because the touch of a mystical Power
falls on them. Nothmg save that touch metamorphoses Ke:its's origmal line
and makes 1t dance through the ages on the lips of men.

Bremond 1s right in making much of mystucsm in relatuon to poetry. His
error hes in makmg it a direct operator. It 1s easy to crtucrse hum and show
that many poets have no mystical bent, no mystical substance as such. Middle
ton Murry labours to pomt out just this fact and thereby convict Bremond of
confusion. He counters both the propositions of Bremond-that there need
be no thought at all m poetry and that poetry expresses a mysucalexpenence side
tracked. On the first pomnt his position, in effect, is : "True poetry always con
tains thought, but thought can vary from a comprehensive declaration like
Shakespeare's 'We are such stuff as dreams are made on' to the most tenuous
apprehension of a quality physical, or spiritual, or both, as mn 'the plainsong
cuckoo gray.'" Here he is right. But afterwards he falls short anJ betrays m
consistency. On the second pomnt his position 1s . "What 1s essential 1s that the
'thought' should be an intrinsic part of an emotional field m the poet's mmd,
and that a correspondmng emotional field should be excited mn ourselves. No
deus (ex machma or unmanent) has any aid to give. Some poets may
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think about God-perchance they may experience Him-but other poets have
done neither one nor the other; but all are poets 1f they have the power so to
mate the word to an entire mental experience that its similar is aroused in their
readers. By virtue of that power alone they are 'pure poets' and their words
'pure poetry'. Bremond speaks of 'un plus grand et meilleurque nous' : the one
who is greater and better than ourselves is not God, he is simply the pot:t who
communicates to us the un1ty of his own inward experience which is indefea
sibly our own. At the touch of the poetic experience we become that which we
are and which we were not-momentarily whole. Intellect and emotion, mind
and heart, regain their lost unity within us. We gain a positive enrichment and
integration; we might say, if the phrase were not hampered with theological
and psychological obligations, that we are put, if not in possession of, at least
mnto touch with our souls. To avoid those obligations, we must be content to
clamm a momentary unon of thought and feeling. This union 1s not mystical
but 1t 1s religious. All great poets must be religious. For hugh poetry and high
religion are at one in the essential that they demand that a man shall not merely
think thoughts, but feel them-that his highest mental act be done with all his
heart and with all his mind and with all his soul."

We have here a peculiar exhibition of taking away with one hand and
giving back with the other. While refusmg to grant a mystical quality to poetry
Murry is yet driven to talk of soul and religion. But 1s 1t not rather rdiculous
to boil soul down to a un1on ofthought and feeling-as if "a momentary union
of thought and feeling" could create that deep or exquisite sense of the flaw
less that poetic expression gives? It is the research mto this sense that takes one
to the threshold ofthe mystical. And what a poor definition ofreligion we have
m the formula : "not merely thmk thoughts, but feel them" ! Is it because
Shakespeare felt his thoughts that we have that passage over which Murry
exults, the passage whose thought is the futility ofhuman existence ?

Tommorow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow,
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day,
To the last syllable ofrecorded time;
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle !
Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage,
And then is heard no more; it 1s a tale
Told by an idiot, full ofsound and fury,
Signifying nothing

On the thought m this, Murry comments : "It is one which the well-tuned man
would rather not believe to be true; and yet, when he has listened to Macbeth,
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something is changed. There are undreamed-ofriches, it seems, even in ultimate
despair; a glory 1s shed over the road to dusty death. This despair is not des
pairing, because it is complete. The act ofthe poet's mind has thrilled the poet's
heart." May we ask Murry why a glory 1s shed ? Can the thrilling ofthe poet's
heart by the poet's mind shed it ? No. It is because the lines have the gait as of
a god. Perfection 1s somehow abroad. Shakespeare's heart-beats, when Shakes
peare expressed his thought, became the footfalls of that Perfection : some
haloed power walked out from the poet's depths into his poetry and stamped on
it its unimpeachable faultlessness of form. And it is the striving for and the
vague receptivity to this power that constitutes religion. Murry is made to
introduce terms which he finds unavoidable but which he attempt to water down.
The impression that all poets do not believe in or sense God has covered his
eyes to the fact that poetry cannot be unless the mystical presence acts in 1ts
intensity and converts it to an aesthetic form of the absolute. If we have to
speak of soul and religion, let us plumb the true implications of our necessity.
Mysticism, rightly understood, is the real maker of "pure poetry".

AMAL KIRAN (K.D.SETHNA)



THE ART-LOVING PRINCESS

IN the hilly region of the north, there ruled a kmng who was very fond of art.
Everything in his palace and the garden surrounding it was artust1cally selected
and arranged. The kmg was well esteemed for his taste all over the world
because he would pay any price in order to buy for his palace a piece of art he
had set his heart upon.

This kIng had a httle daughter called Nayana, so named because of her
large vivid eyes. In her young age she showed great aptitude for beautiful things,
so the kmg had made up his mmd to make her a great artist. When she was
seven, a man with long girlish hair and a sweet smllmg face was appointed by
the kmg to teach painting and drawing and sculpture to Nayana. The little
princess tried hard to put on paper whatever was suggested but her attempts
were very poor. Her fingers did not do the things her heart so vividly saw and
understood. She was distressed and unhappy, still she tried. Very often she
was seen sitting alone, motionless and erect with eyes closed. When asked
what she was doing she replied, "I am trying to notice exactly the details of
all the wonderful things I see somewhere. They are so beautuful and the colours
are so silent yet cheerful. If only I can learn to paint these things! What daddy
has gathered up from all over the world are nothing mn comparison with these
lovely objects. There the colours stand out in their beauty and relate ther
stories, here the colours are silent and yet you know they have such a wondrous
tale."

The listeners were shocked and the teacher laughed rudely, saying that this
was the effect of her failure. The kmg tried to be patient with her and asked her
to be more practical and do some real work instead of dreaming about unreal
things. But to Nayana and her large eyes nothing else seemed real. T1me
passed and she was soon eleven but without havmg succeeded m her art.
The king began getting tired with her and her stories of the things she saw.
He sent away the teacher and utilized the money saved by 1t in buymg new
curios for hus ever expanding museum of arts and crafts. He was greatly d1s
appomted m Nayana who was his only hope to carry out his amb1t1on.

Once Nayana asked the king to let her go out for a walk m the forest a little
away from the palace. The king asked angrily, "Isn't my garden a fit place for
any princess to have a walk ??

Yes, daddy," she replied hesitatingly, "but it's so different out there.
The flowers grow here and there and are so different from ours. The trees too
are different with their rustuc not polished growth, here when I walk I know at
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every corner what is ahead of me, a bed of peony buds or an angel fountain or a
rose bush or something else. But there everything comes up unexpectedly, it
is so different, the ground beneath your feet, the thorns, the rough branches in
your way, the birds and oh ! the very air smells.. "

"Different, different, different," snapped in the kIng, "enough of your
childishness. Go wherever you like and don't let me hear again that wretched
word, 'Different."

Nayana gulped heavily at the king's shouting and very slowly walked out,
away from his presence and away into the woods.

She was a princess and not used to long walks alone. Soon she was tired
and upon seeing the first little brook she went down on her knees and felt
the cooi water tnckling through her hot fingers. She touched her forehead
with her wet hand and felt so relieved that she remembered at once how her
garden had so many artificial brooks and fountains yet none were so pleasant.
She dipped her fingers once more mto the running water and sat comfortably
leaning against the tree near-by. Soon the thought of her father's anger came
back to her and she felt miserable. She wanted so much to come up to his
expectations but how miserably her fingers had faled her ' She was wondering,
"Why ? why is it so )" with her eyes fixed on the softly babbling brook.
Suddenly she saw something sparkling m the water. She bent forward and
reached for a crystal-clear stone, cut in an oval shape. She rolled it several times
m her palm and was surprised to find such a precious stone in the brook.

"Who could have dropped it ? How he must be searching for it !" She
brooded. But before long she saw a fine square emerald tumbling in the water.
This was astonishing. It looked hike a dream-brook not a real one, where
precious stones flowed with the water at random. She became cunous to know
from where they came. So she got up and walked along the bank of the brook.

At length she saw a broad banyan tree and a young boy under it workmg
over a piece of glass with a tiny chisel cuttmng 1t in quuck, success1ve strokes.
She went up to him and puttmg out her hand said, "Do these gems belong to
you?"

The boy looked up startled. He had soft, long curls and dark eyes which
made his half-open mouth so impress1ve. With an effort he said, "Princess
Nayana? ...Yes, they were mine but as I had no use for them I let them roll
down in the water. They looked sparklmgly beautiful, didn't they ? His
vmce had no more fear by the time he finished his sentence. Nayana was
absolutely taken aback at these words. "You mean you did not need these
valuable stones ?" she asked.

"No, they aren't valuable, they are mere broken glass pieces I collect
in the streets and when I have no work I come here and chisel them up just
because they look muchmore beautiful like that. And I let them loose m the run
nmg :.tream because I don't know where to keep them."
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"Oh I but you are silly You can sell them m th:: big stores and they will
pay you handsomely and then you will not have to wear that old coat with so
many holes m it," Nayana said haughtily.

"No, sweet princess, you are too innocent. No one will buymy gems because
I am not one of those supposed artists. On the contrary they would suspect me
of theft if they saw me 1n possess1on of such precious thmgs. And maybe I
would be pushed mto a prison and then my old father will not even have the
httle help I can give him," the boy explamed. "But my father has bought so
many objects set ah stones like these and he praises them so often,"' put mn
Nayana quute puzzled.

"Yes, because they come from the hands of famous experts," he spoke,
slowly pronouncing each word bitterly.

Nayana was so sorry to listen to such thmgs. She realised that she must
go back to the palace. So she said, "I want so much to learn how to use this
chisel. Do you think you can teach me ? I would come here whenever you do.
Would you teach me ?"

"Yes, certainly. But would you hke to sit on the rough ground here in the
woods?"

"I would love 1t. I must go now." And she rushed away.
Their lessons began. Nayana pored over the glass pieces which her com

panion and teacher Mohan used to gather up and hide under the trees. The
same fingers which could not handle pencils and paint brushes or mouldmg
clay now turned out sparkling gems of all colours 1n a variety of shapes. She
was so happy m the woods with Mohan, working to fulfil secretly her father's
ambit1on

After some time Mohan took Nayana to a small hut in the same woods.
There lived an old man who had a wonderful hand at choppmg away rocks and
making them mnto exquisite statues. Nayana was dancmng w1th joy to be frends
with such a gennus.

As she was already accustomed to the use of the chisel, she requested the
old man to teach her its use on the rocks. A few more months passed, during
which Nayana made good progress under the guidance of the old man. Once
Nayana burned up to the old man and said, "My father has announced that at
the end of thus month, on the full-moon day, he would hke to hold an exhibrtion
of the most artstc small pillars. He would choose the best one for a spec1al gift
to a foreign land as a token of our friendship. I know lots of people are gomg
to exhibit their art mn front of the kmg. Why can't we, all three of us, do some
such thmg ? We'll keep it a secret, of course, until the last day."

Mohan and his old friend also thought it the best opportumty to brmg
to hght Nayana's art which was as yet unknown m the court. So they got
to work. Nayana sat often quietly to see the beautiful designs m that special
land which she could see with closed eyes. She described every detail and the
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old man helped her to put her visions into form. Nayana and Mohan often
worked hard to turn out gem-hke beauties from glass for putting themmn stones.
As the time neared, their hidden work grew grander day by day.

The evening of the full-moon brought many artists with pillars of various
sizes. Some were wrappped up in fine shining tissue paper, some in gold or
silver cloth, some lay in beautiful boxes. Every one of them stood in long rows
m the open ground for the king wanted to see their effect in moonlight. At the
appointed time the king, m all pomp, walked down among the rows. He hked
some, he disliked others. Some were good pieces of art but had no effect in the
moonlight; while some were sparkling m the moonlight but were crude as art.
He selected a few while he walked down and when he came towards the end of
the rows, whom did he see there but his own princess, Nayana, standmg erect
with a fifteen mch high pillar wrapped m white cotton wool ? Her large eyes
met those of the King and the two pairs of eyes turned to the pillar m her hands.

In the meantime her fingers slowly removed the cotton wool and the king
saw an exquisite pillar mn grey stone. He lifted it up to the moonlight to observe
the details and was stunned to see the minute work and smooth curves and over
and above all that the scintillatmg, twinkling, tmy stones set so beautifully
to make it a perfect gift which would be as lovely mn moonlight as in the day.

There were shouts of triumph all around and Nayana humbly introduced
Mohan and the old man to the kmg. The eight eyes gazed admiringly at the
pillar, happy and triumphant.

SUNANDA



SOME FACTS ABOUT DREAMING

INVESTIGATIONS at various universities have revealed many startlmg facts
about dreaming.

If you want sweet dreams, sleep wIth the light on. The chances are, you
will enjoy every minute of your doze.

A darkened room tends to produce gloomy, depressmg dreams.
A sleeper can be started on a pleasant dream by holdmg perfume under

his nose, by keepmg a soft light on, by whispering and by placmg a pillow on
his lap.

Ifa sleeper 1s stimulated in thus way when he 1s already dreaming, the mood
of the dream will probably become more contented or end altogether.

For one expenment two groups of dreamers were probed : those who
reported dreaming almost every night and those who said they seldom or never
dreamed.

For four nights the subjects m both groups were wakened penod1cally
and asked if they had been dreaming. The so-called non-dreamers recalled
dreams less frequently. Though they had claimed that they never dreamed,
quest1omng showed that they did have at least one dream each durmg the study
thus provmg that everybody dreams, though for some the memory is fleeting.

Durmg a twenty-eight-day study, personality tests were taken following
daily dream reports.

These showed that those who recalled dreams most vividly were more
aware of their secret feelings and anxetes, while those who forgot details of
their dreams tended to be more inhibited emotionally.

One ofthe most fascinating discoveries made during the investigations was
that 1t 1s possible to tell when a person 1s dreammg by checking whether his
eyes are moving under the lids.

When we dream, our eyes follow the story created by our mmds as lf we
were watching a film.

If a sleeper is dreaming about climbing, his eyes move up and down.
If there 1s a lot ofaction in the dream the eye movements w11l be fast and

jerky.
Of the one hundred and ninety-one sleeping subjects wakened when their

eyes showed that they were m the middle ofa dream, one hundred and fifty-two
were able to recall ther dreams in detal.

The details always fitted the movements of their eyes. By keeping a close
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check on the eye movements of dreamers, doctors were able to explode old
theories that dreams do not last long.

The average dream penod was found to be twenty munutes, although some
went on for as long as an hour

It was estnnated that the average person spends about twenty-two per
cent of his or her sleepmg time dreammg.

The Investigations-whch took place m the United States-showed that
the only pronounced difference between the dream habits of the sexes was that
men rarely dream 111 colour, while women see vIvId colours 111 most of their
dreams.

In many mstances, however, the colours were not necessarily the true
colours of the objects seen.

One "gumnea pg" reported that snakes and trees were always green and
yellow.

Several people sand they saw colour only when fire featured m their dreams.
The most colourful dreamers were deaf people.
But whether we dream a lot or a little, mn colour or 1n black and whe, the

studies showed that dreams are good for us.
To prove 1t, some volunteers were put 1n a hosp1tal laboratory and watched

closely for five mghts.
Each tune their eye movements md1cated that they were dreammg they

were wakened.
Deprived of their dreams the subjects became anxious and 1rrrtable.

They could not concentrate and they developed ravenous appetites.
One subject backed out of the experiment 1n a pan1c.
Others failed to stand the stram for the full five rughts.
These symptoms were not caused by lack of sleep. In later experiments

the same subjects were wakened only when there were signs that they were not
dreaming, and, apart from tiredness, they suffered no ill-effects.

These findmgs suggest that dreams are the mmd's emot10nal escape-valve
and that without them we would store up more of our troubles.

(Condensed from "Scence Dgest'')



SANSKRIT SIMPLIFIED

BOOK I

LESSON II

There are in Sanskrit three personal pronouns-those of the
first, second and third persons; three genders-masculine (m.),
feminine (f.), and neuter (n.), three numbers-singular (sing.), for
one, dual (du.), for two only, and plural (pl.) for more than two.

All pronouns, except those of the first and second persons, and
all nouns belong to the third person.

A noun or a pronoun, when used in a phrase or a full sentence,
expresses a variety of its relations mostly with a verb or a participle
and in one case with some other noun. In English and similar lan
guages the place of a noun m a sentence or some preposition expresses
that relation; but in Sanskrit and allied languages various terminations
are added on to a noun or a pronoun to serve that purpose. Thus
the same word assumes different forms in different senses. This is
what in English is called 'case' and in Sanskrit fra vibhakti. Thus
nouns, pronouns, adjectives and words doing the work of adjectives
are all capable of assuming various farfr forms. Such words end
either in a vowel or a consonant. But for the present we shall deal
only with words ending in w. They are in gender either masculine
or neuter.

We start with the masculine word, ~ -m. god, and give its
various frrfr forms with their significances but in the singular
only:-
• ?a: subject of a verb, as in ?a: z. sf God is compassion
ate.
2. an object of a verb, as in ea szg fr I bow to God.
3. ?a agent or instrument, as in 2r fr smnr The world

is being protected by God. (by or with).
"· ~<l"P-f means one to whom something is given or for whom

something is meant, as in ?arr gov iafi+ I offer a flower
to God.

«. ?a means one from whom or which something proceeds,
as in ~ <R: 'SfTtlffi , A boon is gotfrom God.
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~. ~ this 1s the possessive case form, as m ~~ ~qr 3ftfm t
Boundless 1s the compassion of God.

\9. ~ -the place where or the time when the action indicated by
the verb takes place as in ~ f~ f;rcmfu I Divinity lives in God.
~ 3fP>li\' ~ 1 / live in the Ashram. ~ Sf.mt ~f~rft:f (get up).
rz srraa sqfrnf (sit).
t. ~ ~ -nominative of address, as in ~ ~~ ~ i{t:{ ~ t
(0) God ! thou alone art my refuge.

In the case of neuter nouns ending in at all the forms of f<f+{fiiffi
except those of no. r, 2, and 8 (. .) are similar to those of similar
masculine words. We take the word~ n. water: ~- ~ as subject,
,. ~ as object, 3.s with or by water, ¥. ~ for water '-\, ~~
from water, €. sa of water, • s in or on water, and t. (~) ~
(0) water !

Study

The boy reads a book.
Thou writest with the hand.
I speak the truth with (my) mouth.
He goes to school for study.
A fruit falls from the tree.
Water falls from the cloud.
The disciple bows to (his) preceptor
with (his) head.

~- +tira: +tf<ffi+{ T~ !~~cf I A devotee worships God with devotion.
• at: arr sqraf The moneky eats the fruit of the tree.
o. 3z srrrr arra: rf (am) I am a sadhak of the Ashram.
~ ~. ~''- ~c:ffl:f ;;i-~ fim'~ 1 Thou drinkest the water of the well.
• re tsraa 7csf The boy goes to the dining-room.
n.~= ~ ~fc'f I A good man gives up sin.
~" clfltx: cf~ cfflfo I A tiger lives in a forest.
«. srz q? fz rs I see a lion in a cage.
Q. ma area s af 1 The lotus grows in the water of a pond.
~19• ~= ~ '«ffo I A fish falls into a net.
• gt. car aa zf A thief steals money at midrught.
&. 3r aa arr qarf I do not see a tiger in the forest.
qo. : srr sf He goes home from the Ashram.
• mn: or szur l'Tmfo ? Who goes to the garden for the flower ?

• ars: g«asf
• a z# faafa
• ma ucaa aarf
• : Tara farrau nsf
«. a4a rat q«fat»

€. s ara tffifc'f I

• frsa: a#a sv?a fa
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New Words (in the order of the sentences)
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r-m. hand.
'i '{_cf-n, mouth, face.
~-n. study.
~-n. fruit.
,~-m. tree.
~-m. tiger.
qss-n. cage.
~-m. lion.
~-n. lotus.
sr-m.n. pond.

l'ffl-(verbal base) fall. a:rNir-m.n. Ashram
fisa-m. disciple. <l'J_lf-m. well.
~-m. n. head. ~-m. sadhak.
~-m. devotee. ~-m. boy.
~~-m. devotion. ~~~i:r-m. n. dining room.
~-m. monkey. ~-m. good man.
~-m. fish. ~-n. house.
~-n. net. ~-n. flower.
~-m. thief. ;mr,r-n. garden.
~i~-m. midnight. ~:-m. who ? cf.l'-n. forest.

(NOTE: Using all the words learnt in lessons I and II, the teacher can
teach how to form a variety of other sentences. The student too can
try this for himself.)

Exercise I.

Translate into English or your own tongue :-

• (my) yam srmar m: 4sf? 2. m: aa {saz ysfa? • a at
ra fm asfa ? • srzfar ra: q?a(r@a-m. the Supreme Divine)
~ (~-n. worship) mtf (do) 1 «. gr: a a ar afa
• var: Iz +sofa at a fstf (dost) ? s. rsa: (a good man)
<Rtfq- (at any time) ra mtfa (does)1 • m: (·-m. elephant)
la (}a-m. lake) fa (f--n. sa water) fraf «. afrs:
waif faerruraa (fern-m. pursuit of learning) sf z. {sa e
w (g;a-n. misery) zf

Exercise 2

Translate into Sanskrit :-

1. Do you (smg.) eat the fruit of the mango-tree (aw:.r;~-m.)?
2. Where does the student (ffl:if-m.) go for study?
3. Do you (sing.) drink milk (gr-n.) in the morning?
4. Yes, I drink hot (so-n.) milk in the morning.
5. Never eat the fruit of a poisonous tree (Rasrar--m.)
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6. A good son (~-m.) always bows to (his) father (fi«mt or
~ or ~ffii! ) in the morning (sr.tTl'l'-n. morning).

7. God sees everything (~-n.) everywhere.
8. When does Mohan (it~-m.) go to the dining-room?
9. Why don't you (sing.) come to my house in the evening?
10. Take (~~) my book for the study of Sanskrit.

ta 2

i st mrfsi, ?tfai a ms m
rrt f qia, aa a au

( 1) The final q__ of a word followed by a consonant is generally
changed to ~~ Anusvara.

Words : a a in every mountain (~-m. mountain) ;; not
~Tfot¾'! a ruby (mflll¾'-n. ruby), mfiffi~ a peari (iitf'ffi'fi'-n. pearl) ;;
not <rii' ~ in every elephant, rs: saintly persons (mg-m. saintly
person) r fz (are) not m everywhere, araa sandal-wood tree
(aa-n. m.) ;; not <A <A in every forest.

~llf>tlt¾tf<l sentences from the zta (art-n. sentence)

g. mai afa z. m m tfrai aft 3. aa a arzi
r afa • ta ( in the same way) aa arra: a '+fcfmf ,

sr?1;;t: (~-m. question ):-q. tefrafa? • n7 ms f .rcrra?
~- ~ crrr fit;af? • aa (who m. pl.) ;; '+fcff.:c'f?

srq?a::--. f yaf? z. faerrait s: qzf? • fra: 4a af?
(twrnm. mount Kailasa) ¥. Wf=~~(rises)? «. a: (m. moon)
~c{T ~ ? TT-Jill (at night). ~- ,t;: ~~':ii cfflfa ? 1.9, smr: ,t;: ~ ? t. ,t;:

~~ tTofu ? &. a ta fa araf? go. 3lt-!;;T t<f f atf? z. :ari
fa af? g. z sra f ahf ?

A suggestion to students : To master Sanskrit please keep in
touch with it. Spend five to fifteen mmutes daily on going through
the lessons which need to be constantly revised. Learn the words
and their various forms,

PUJALAL


